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I. SUHMARY 

The Valles Caldera, sometimes called Jemez Caldera, is 
located in the Jemez Hountains, a complex volcanic high
land of Pliocene and Pleistocene age, about 55, miles 
north of Albuquerque in north-central New Mexico. The 
caldera is circular in shape, 12 to 15 miles in diameter, 
and 500 to 2000 feet deep. The caldera is a relatively 
young structure, originating about 1.1 million years ago 
following an enormous eruption of rhyolitic ash and pumice. 
The caldera is currently in a star,e. of hot spring activity, 
although the periodicity of rhyolitic volcanism does not 
preclude future eruptions~ 

Hot springs and warm water wells are generally distributed 
over several hundred square miles in the Jemez Mountains, 
indiqating a r,eothermal anomaly of regional scope. The 
geothermal anomaly culminates in the Vall.es Caldera, most 
obviously in the· western half, where a maximum temperature 
of 532°F. has been measured in the Baca #4 geothermal well. 
Because the structure of the caldera is analogous to a pot 
OFl a stove, high su·b-surface temperatures are probably 
available everywhere within the 150 square mile caldera, 
and certainly everywhere within the central 100 square 
miles. ~ 

The deep groundwater system underlying the Valles Caldera 
is essentially a single unit which can be described simply 
as the deep flow of water from the San Pedro and Jemez 
Hountains into the Rio Grande drainage basin. In addition 
to subsurface pressure'measurements, ionic and isotopic 
chara6teris~ics of the hydrothermal waters can be used to 
trace water f~ow in the ·hydrothermal system, The potentio
metric surface of the deep ~roundwater system is near the 
surface in thi northern half of the caldera and over a 
thousand feet below the surface in the center of the caldera. 

Knowing the subsurface presstire-temperature relationships, 
a tentative model of the Valles Caldera hydrothermal 
syste~ is proposed: Relatively bool water enters the 
very hot calder~ from.the no~th. As the water flows 
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through the subsurface the enthalpy increases, and 
near the center of the caloera boiling begins. In the 
vicinity of the Baca #4 well, boiling of the deep water 
has led to formation of a vapor-dominated reservoir 
about 2500 feet thick. South of the Baca #4 location, 
g1ven a continuing addition of calories, the vapor-domi
nated reservoir should be thicker. 

The above considerations lead to the conclusion that 
about 40 square miles in the southern half of the Valles 
Caldera are pros~ective for dry-steam production. Liquid
phase reservoirs with temperatures at least as high as 
the vapor-dominated reservoirs may be prospected for in the 
northern half of the caldera where the water table is near 
the surface, Surface nanifestations (hot springs, altered 

! rock) of the hydrotherinal system are absent in the eastern 
half of the Valles Caldera an~ in the adjoining Toledo 
Caldera. The lack of surficial expression is due to 
topof,raphy and near-surface ~eology. At depth, the Toledo 
Caldera, and eastern Valles Caldera are fully as prospective 
as the western Valles Caldera •. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

The primary pUrpose of this report is to summarize 
the presently available knowledge of the Valles 
Caldera hydrothermal system and, secondarily, to 
present a very tentative model of the hydrothermal 
~ystem for_use· as a basis for geothermal exploration. 
Over a series of years, many man-hours of study have 
been devoted to the Valles Caldera, which is one of the 
worlds' truly impressive volcanic collapse structures. 
The studies have ranged from the academic pursuits of 
the United States Geological Survey to private attempts 
to win commercial geothermal resources. This report 
is siMply an attempt to bring together the pertinent, 
but scattered data generate4 by other worke~s. With 
the exception of the proposed model, there is little 
original work in this report. 

The sources of data for this report are published 
geological reports, unpublished United States Geological 
Survey information from the files of the Baca Land and 
Cattle Company, drilling reports arid geological reports of 
the geothermal wells,and.geologic excursions in the 
Jemez Hountains. . · 

I have purposely not elaborated in the topics of strati
graphy and structure. Those subjects are well cove~ed 
by the U.S.G.S. map of the Jemez Moun~ains by Smith, 
Bailey and Ross. The enclosed copy of that map should 
be considered an integral part of this report. 

Every attempt has been made to utilize reliable data. 
During the course of data collection, however, some 
information, particularly downhole data from geothermal 
tests, had to be disregarded. The accuracy and complete
ness of the included data, therefore, cannot be guaranteed. 

3. 



III. GEOLOGIC SETTING (Largely from Doell, et al, 1968 and 
.. Smith and. Bailey, 1968.) 

A. REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY (Figure 1) 

The Valles Caldera, sometimes called the Jemez' ·caldera, 
is located in the Jemez ~buntains, a complex volcanic 
highland of Pliocene and Pleistocene age, about 55 miles 
north of Albuquerque in north-central New Mexico. The 
Jemez Mountains· are situated at the intersection of two 
major geologic.features. One is the southeastern rim 
of the Colorado· Plateau; including the chain of volcanic 
fields that have developed along the rim: White Mountains, 
Datil, Mt. Tayior, Jemezt and San Juan. The other regional 
geologic structure is the western margin of the Rio Grande 
Graben, a trough that extends several hundred miles through 
New Mexico and Colorado. Geophysical evidence (Joesting, 
et al, 1961) indicates approximately 19,000 feet of dif
ferential elevation between Pre-Cambrian rocks east and 
west of the graben and Pre-C.ambrian rocks buried in the 
center of the graben. 

West of the graben fauit zone, the volcanic rocks of the 
Jemez Mountains overlie Pre-Cambrian granite, and Paleozoic
Mesozoic sediments. East of the fault zone, the volcanic 
rocks rest on Tertiary epiclastic sediments that fill the 
graben. The principal focus of volc~nic activity is clearly 
within the graben; of the 154 known volcanic vents in the 
Jemez Mountains, only 18.are located on the uplifted block 
west of the graben. (Smith, et al, 1970.) 

Most of the hot springs in New Mexico are associated with 
the chain of volcanic fields around the rim of the Colorado 
Plateau or with the western edge of the Rio Grande Graben 
(Su~ers, 1965). It is apparent that the hydrothermal 
activity in the Valles Caldera is not an isolated spurious 
occurrence, but is part of a regional, de~p-seated thermal 
anomaly. 

Geographically, the Jemez Mountain highland is formed by 
a central, eroded mountainous mass composed mainly of basalt, 
andesite, and dacite, and surrounded by more youthfully 
dissected plateaus co~posed mairily of rhyolitic ash flows. 
Valles Caldera is a sub-circular depression in the center 
of the Jemez Mountains. The caldera is 12 to 15 miles in 
diameter and 500 to· 2000 feet deep. In the center of the 
caldera is a broad structural dome (Redondo Peak), which 
rises 3000 feet above the caldera floor and has an elevation 
of 11,254 feet. Several smaller .mountains, rhyolite domes, 
surround Redondo Peak .• 

4. 
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B. GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF THE VALLES CALDEIY\ (Map I) 

The volcanism, which has led to the pr,sent stage of 
development of the Jemez Mountains, be~an in late 
Miocene, or early Pliocene time with a~ eruption of a 
basalt-rhyolite sequence, followed by two complex basalt
andesite-dacite-rhyolite sequences that were erupted over 
a period of about 10 million years. ~e Valles Caldera 
is a relatively young structure; its history can be con-
sidered as a series of stages: · · 

a) Regional doming of the Jemez volcanic highland with 
formation of a ring-fracture system over a shallow 
magma chamber. · . , . · ,. · · 

b) Two gigantic pyroclastic eruptions, 1.4 and 1.1 
million years ago, which produced the Bandelier 
Tuff, a deposit of rhyolitic ash and pumice, wide
spread in the Jemez ~ountains .. Each outburst yielded 
about 50 cubic miles. of \{Olcanic debris. 

The eruptions were foJJowed by c'ollapse along ring
fr~cture systems, producing first the Toledo Caldera, 
and, some 300,000 years later, the Valles Caldera. 
The collapse structure. of the Valles Caldera trun
cates the southwestern part of the Toledo Caldera. 

c) ~ormation of a 6aldera lake and eruption and deposition 
of rhyolitic lavas and pyroclastics on the lower parts 
of the caldera floor. During this stage th~ caldera 
was filled with about 2000 feet of assorted lacustrine, 

· landslide and volcanic rocks. 

d) · Uplift of the central dome (Redondo Peak) , accompanied 
by radial fracturing and formation of a longitudinal 
graben across the dome (Redondo and Jaramillo Creeks)". 
Simultaneously with doming, rhyolitic lava erupted 
within the graben and the northwestern -part of the 
ring-fracture system. During this &ta~e, the lake, 
pushed to higher levels as the dome emerged, eventually 
overflowed the caldera rim on the southwest side. 
The concentration of water flow caused erosion and 
formation of Canon- de San Diego, and the localization 
of the Jemez river which now drains Valles Caldera. 

e) Eruption of rhyolite a1ong the ring-fracture zone 
around the central dome forming a chain of cones, 
flows and domes. Ten major vent areas and at least 
18 separate eruptions spanning 900,000 years are 
recognized. The youngest eruption, El Cajete, is 
less than 100,000 years old. 

f) Hot-spring and solfataric activity in the western half 
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of the caldera. The Valles Caldera is in this stage 
now, and may have been in this stage for the last 
100,000 years. This stage is of much more than academic , 
interest, for the probable long duration of the solfatari~, 
stage in large epi-continenial cauldrons suggests major · 
ore-forming potential and.long-lived hydrothermal systems. 

,,. 

IV. HYDROTHERMAL GEOLOGY 

A. VOLCANIC SETTING 

B. 

The Valles Calderi is·favorably situated in space,'time 
and type of volcanism for de~elopment of a large hydro
thermal system. The caldera is situated in the center of 
the Jerr.ez volcanic field of over 700 ·square miles, active 
more or less continuou~ly for'the last lC million years. 

'.'>-

The geologic history of the caldera during the last 1.5 
million years of doming•rhyolite eruption-collapse-resur
gent doming-rhyolite eruption, indicates the caldera is 
directly over the shallowest portion of the magma chamber 
supplying lava to the Je~ez volcanic field (Smith and 
Bailey, 1968). Th~ association of large hydrothermal 
systems with rhyolite volcanoes or granite intrusives is 
well documented. The Salton Sea and Long Valley hydro
thermal fields in Califorrtia, ~ellowstone National Park, 
and .Wairakei, New· Zealand,. are but four of many examples. 
This association has been observed in other countries and 
is ascribed to the probability that rhyolite magma chambers 
are shallower thari basalt sources and are therefore better 
able to heat circulating groundwater (McNitt, 1970). 

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 

1. Springs and Water Wells 

Abnormal earth temperature is certainly the most readily 
sensed parameter of a hydrothermal system, and hot springs 
are the most obvious manifestations of subsurface tempera
ture. Because lovv•density hot water can perc-olate up 
permeable fractur~ zones large distances·above normally 
heated aquifers, hot springs, irt themselves, are not 
necessarily evidence of abnormally hot hydrothermal systems. 

The occurrence of hot springs must be examined with respect 
to the regional geology. Map I shows that hot springs occur 
in the Jemez Mountains over a distance of sixty mil9s in 
association with major faults which are projected through 
the western portion of the Valle~ Caldera. Nowhere else 
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along the boundary faults of the Rio Grande graben are 
hot springs so numerous. The concentration of hot springs 
in the Jemez Mountains is therefore an indication of a 
widespread hydrothermal system in the region surrounding 
Valles Caldera. 

.,. 
Water wells are another source of subsurface temperature. 
W~lls in four areas are pertinent; two inside Valles 
Caldera, and two outside are shown on Map I. Twenty-five. 
miles south-west.of the caldera, water with a temperature 
of 130°F. flows from an abandoned oil test 2000 feet deep. 
(Summers, l965a) Summers reports the average temperature 
of near surface water in thi~ 1 ~r~a is 52°F. The depth of 
the water-producing formation:is unknown, but in any event, 
the geothermal gradient must .be at least 3°F per 100 feet, 
about twice normal. · · ·' .·.'· ct ·l 

Griggs,· et al (1964), reports on several water wells in 
Guaje Canton, 15 miles e~st df .V~lles Caldera, near the 
center of the Rio Grande grabert. Five wells, each 2000 
feet: deep, produce water up to 85°F in composite flow 
from many \vater-bearing ·zones betwee·n 300 feet and 1800 
feet. Assuming the average flow comes from a depth of 
1000 feet, the geothermal gradient is about 3.3F 0 per 
100 feet, about twice normal~ .'The abandoned oil test and 
the Guaje Canyon water wells prove abnormal subsurface 
temperatures are: available thr6ughout the entire Jemez 
Mountains region.. ,.'' · · 

il 

Water supply i~vestigation wells were drilled by the 
United States Geologicai Surv~y in two of the valleys 
within the Valles Caldera, Valle Gr~nde and Valle Toledo, 
on' the eastern side of the caldera, about six miles from 
hot-spring activity. (Conover, et al, 1963; Griggs, 1964.) 
The location of two pertinent'wells are shown on Map I. 

In the authors' concep~, rainwa~~r enters the alluviated 
valleys by downflow through the blocky crusts of the 
flanking rhyolite domes"and emerges in springs to feed 
the·Jemez Rive~ and San Antonio Creek. The annual through
put of water is estimated at 2200 acre-feet in Valle Grande 
and 1600 acre-feet in Valle Toledo. Under conditions of 
dynamic flow, detailed iritetpretation of shallow ground 
temperatures is hazardous, .. but ;~the generalized picture 
is very informative. ·· · 

In the Valle Grande, artesian well water from approximately 
450 feet deep is 64°~., and the ground temperature nearby 
at 100 feet is 45°F. The indicated gradient is 5.4F 0 per 
100 feet. 1 

In Valle Toledo·, artesian well water from a zone 400 feet 

,. 
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deep is 64°F, while water fro~ a nearby 97-foot well 
is 50°F. The indicated gradient is 4.6F 0 per 100 feet. 
The geothermal gradients in both intra-caldera valleys 
are significantly above normal, and may be lower than 
the geothermal gradient at a depth of a few thousand feet 
if near-surface waters are flushing calories down stream. 

Tq summarize, the distribution of hot springs and high 
geothermal gradients over an area of at least 1300 square 
miles indicates the presence of an extensive hydrothermal 
system which is approximately coihcident with Jemez 
Mountains volcanic-field. 

2. Temperature Observation Holes (Figure 2) 

During the summer of 1970 about·so temperature observation 
holes were drilled in various parts of the Valles Caldera. 
Most of. the holes were 100 feet deep, an easily attainable 
depth below the limit of significant annual variation. 
Three were drilled to 300 fee~ to obtain gradient data. 
The purpose of the survey was to determine the general 
pattern of near-surface temperature distribution to aid 
in the selection of a site~fo~·a dee~ geothermal test. 

The results generally corroborate'the hot-spring pattern 
and regional geology: the western half of the Valles 
Caldera has a higher near,...surface temperature than the 
east~rn half. With few exceptions the temperature at a 
depth of 100 f~et in· Valle Grande and Valle Toledo are 
in the range 44°-48°F. !n the western half of the caldera 
however, only one temperature was recorded below 50°F., 
and the maximum temperature a,t.··100. feet was 106 °F . 

. , :: . 
Temperatures measured in.the zone of active surface acid 
alteration are surprisingly low, generally 70°-90°F., and 
suggest the alteration is caused by escaping gases from 
the deep hydrothermal system, rather than by circulating 
waters, and that near-surface water flow is not connected 
hydraulically to the deep system. This is but one of the 
indications of an u~-~-~_r._:p_~§§,S\l~.e.9 Jwdrotherm_aJ. system, 
conducive to the productioh of dry steam. · ·----- ------

.. ~..., ........ ~ ... ' • ......... •.• '· l»l"'"• ' .• ;. •... V.~··~·-- .. · 6•. ' 

Three holes in Valle Grahde were anomalous; the maximum 
temperature at 100 feet was, 60°F. A deeper hole, drilled 
next to one of the anoma1ous shallow holes had a tempera
ture of 72°F. at 300 feet; noticeably; warmer than Hater 
from a depth of 450 feet in the artesian well 1-1/2 miles 
to the east. The indicated gradient at this location is 
10F0 per 100 fe~t, about six times normal~ If the gradient 
continues with depth, temperatures in the range of 450°F.-
5500F. would be avail~ble at depths of 4000-5000 feet. 
Rex (1970) points out that successful steam wells have been 
drilled in the Salton Sea field, California, at sites 
where the near-surface geothermal gradient is only 6.3F 0 
per 100 feet. 
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Geothermal Wells 

(Detailed temperature data for the deep geothermal test 
wells is recorded in the Concise ~vell Summaries in the 
Appendix of this report. Dnly the most pertinent data 
is pres en ted here.) ,,. 

The Baca #4 well is the only deep well with reasonably 
good temperature data. Typical observed formation tempera
tures at depth are 300°F. at 2000 feet, 404°F. at 2625 feet, 
and 532°F. at 4820 feet. Above ~depth of 2000 feet, the 
Baca #4 well has an average geothermal gradient of no more 
than 12.5F 0 per 100 feet, not dissimilar to the gradient in 
Valle Grande. 'rhe low,.· near-surface gradient is because of the 
low reservoir pr~ssure of the deep hydrothermal system, 
and an impermeable layer of altered tuff which extends from 
the surface to a.depth of about 1600 feet in the Baca #4 
well. Below a depth of 2000 feet, temperatures increase 
rapidly with depth at a rate approximating the normal 
boiling-point-depth curve (Figure 3). Temperature observa
tions in the Baca #4 well indicate higher temperatures are 
available below the bottom of the well. 

Although the data are sKetchy, temperature information 
from the ·Baca #2 well, T~D. 5658 feet, indicates downhole 
temperatures are as high, and possibly higher, than in the 
Baca ~4 well. The following is pertinent: 

a) Below a ·depth of 3000 feet, the mudflow line tempera
ture averaged about 160°F. and the suction line about 
130°F., an increase of 30°P. during a round·trip of 
the circulating mud. The;, temperature increase is 
similar to those observed in the Imperial Valley, 
California, wh~re reservoir temper~tures are in 
excess of 600°Fj ·· 

~) After drilling to total depth, the well was cooled 
by circulating water prior to Schlumberger temperature 
log_ging. At a depth of 2500 feet, a zone drilled over 
a month before, the temperature rebounded from 255°F. 
at 2 hours static to 330°F. at 9 hours static. Such 
a rebound performance is typical of the very hot 
reservoirs in the _Imperial V.alley. 

c) There are unconfirmed reports that temperature
sensitive paint strips lowered into the well near 
total depth indicated temperatures ove~ 500°F. 

d) Long term static·temperatures of about 400°F. at 
2000 feet, and 350°F. at 1200. feet have actually 
been measured. If formation temperatures increase 
with depth along the boiling· point-depth curve, the 
probabl~ bottom temperature· in the Baca #2 well 
exceeds 600°F. 

"''• 
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' . 
Baca #1 and Baca #3 wells·are only 2560 feet and 2200 feet 
deep respectively, and do not have adequate static tempera
ture data. One temperature survey measu,red 390°F. at 
1800 feet in the Baca #3 well, and it is likely that the 
temperature regime at the .Baca #1 and #3 location is 
similar to the Baca #2 location. .,. 
The Bond #1 well, T.D. 3675 feet, similarly has meager 
temperature data. Poor data indicate a formation tempera
ture of 270°F. at 1400 feet, and. this well fuay have a low· 
near-surface gradient similar to the Baca #4 well. A non
equilibrium temperature of 391°F. was observed at 2400 feet 
which proves, at least, that the well is not "cold" at 
depth, but may be cooler than the oth·er wells. 

4. Geochemical Evidence For Temperatures Higher Than 
Observed in the Baca #4 Well 

5. 

White (1970) reports extensively on the use of geochemical 
indicators to estimate the base temperature in hydrothermal 
systems. White states that dissolved silica, and the 
ratio of sodium to potassium in water are the best measures 
of the maximum temperature of interreacting rock and vlater:. 
In a general way, higher temperatures favor the increased 
dissolution of silica and of potassium relative to sodium. 

Data for many hydrothermal systems are shown in Figures 4 
and s.· I have added data from chemical analyses of water 
from the Baca #4 well. It is seen that the silica content 
of the deep wafer from the Baca #4 well is appropriate for 
the observed temperature at d~pth, about 530°F. · The sodium
potassium ratio, however, indicates equilibrium with rock 
tefuperature of about 660°F. (3~0°C.}. White (personal com
munication) believ~s the equilibration time is much faster 
for silica than sodium-potassium, so that thesilica may 
measure the producing formation temperature while sodium
potassium may reflect higher temperatures from a deeper 
part of a circulating hydrothermal system. Although geo
chemical temperature indicators are not yet fully calibrated, 
it does appear highly possible that temperatures of about 
650°F. are available in the Valles Caldera. At the Baca #4 
well location, such tempera.tull'es ·.should be found at a depth 
of about 8700 feet. c · 

.·.·.c;r. 

Areal Distribution of Temperature 

Because the structure of the caldera is analogous to a 
pot sitting on a stove, there'is every reason, at this 
writing, to expect that the high temperatures observed in 
the geothermal wells are probably, available at depth 
everywhere within the caldera, and certainly within the 
ring-fracture system. I strongly recommend that a detailed 
shallow-gradieHt survey be performed to rapidly evaluate 
the true area extent of the sUbsurface hydrothermal system. 

i ,· ··' 
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C. FLUID PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AND GROUNDWATER fLOW 
PATTERII (t-IAP II) 

1. General 

2. 

Although abnormal temperature is easily sensed, sub~ 
surface fluid pressure distribution is equally important 
in the description of a·hydrothermal system. Knowled~e 
of subsurface fluid pressure distribution is pertinent 
to definition of reservoir capacity and performan·ce, ltJater 
supply and recharge, direction of groundwater flow, and 
waste water disposal areas. The combination of subsurface 
temperature and pressure largely defines the physical state· 
(vapor or liquid) of the wat~r irt the hydrothermal system. 
Combined knowledge of subsurface pressure and temperature 
distribution therefore allows the delineation of areas 
where dry steam. or wet steam:production can be expected. 

Subsurfa~e pressure data comes from two principal sources: 
springs, which because of temperature or mineral content 
can be deduced to be connected to dGep or shallow ~round 
water bodies, and drilled wells, primarily those drilled 
for water or steam. Oil tests are also very informative 
if a detailed history of. ·.the:{well is available. 

•' '····· .. ,, ·- . 

The subsurface fluid pressure distribution is directly , 
due ts> topo?,raphy, s.tratigraphy, and geoloeic structure. 
In ~ geothermal region, heat flow is· also an important : 
factor. In general, the subSurface pressure distribution 
can be related to one of two groundt.Jater zones:. a near-· 
surface zone of low-chloride water with a potentiometric 
surface closely related to local topography, and a deep 
zone of chloride-bearing water with a potentiometric 
surface related to regional topo~raphy and geology. In 
the Jemez Hountains, there are many separate bodies of 
near-surface water. The deep groundwater system is 
essentially a single unit which can be described simply 
as the deep flo~ of water from the San Pedro and Jemez 
Mountains irito the Rio Grande drainage basin. 

'. . :. . ·~ 

·~ 't)' :: . 
':; 

Springs and Water Wells 

A spring is the intersection of.a groundwater table with 
the topographic surface. The elevation of the spring, 
therefore, is approximately equivalent to the elevation 
of the potentiometric surface of the groundwater system 
at that point. The potentiometric surface of the deep 
groundwater system under the J~mez Mountains can be 
measured at the many hot, chloride-bear~ng springs located 
along the Jemez River, within the Va~les Caldera, and at 
A~ua C~liente s~ring ori the north flank of the Jemez · 
Mountains, The many cold, chloride-free springs in the 
Jemez Hountains, such as those in Valle Toledo and Valle 
Grande, are clearly not'rlowing from the deep groundwater 
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system and their elevations do not represent the 
potentiometric surface of the deep groundwater system. 
Sulphur Hot Springs, in -$he vlestern part of Valles 
Caldera at an elevation of about 8300 feet, are eassy, 
acid, low volume, hot sprin~s _with a pH of 2, and with 
a: negligible chloride content. The hot springs are 
caused by hot gases from the deep hydrothermal system 
escaping into a shallow perched water table •. The ele
vation of the springs is. not.' etiuivaJ:._ent to the deep 
potentiometric surface. ' " '; \\ • 

Deep water wells near Los: Alamo·s produce warm water 
from depths to 2000 feet. (Griggs, 1964~) Although 
the chloride content-is iow,· the: stratigraphy indicates 
the water is part of the deep Rio Grande system and 
the reported pressure data from the wells can be used 
to determine the shape.of the deep potentiometric surface 
under the Jemez Mount.ains. The low chloride content of 
the water probably means that~the Lo~ Alamos area is 
over the cooler east fLank of'the h~drothermal syste~. 

Artesian wells, producing from~aquifers to 600 feet 
deep i~ Valle Grande and Valle Toledo, have a head a 
few feet above ground level at the well sites, an ele-

. vation of about 8500 feet,. (Conover, et al, 1963.) 
They report that the he~d~of the deeper aquifers in 
Valla Grande is less than the shallow aquifers, so that 
some downward movement bfwater is possible, but pro
bably not very r·a?id thrOUF,h the clayey near-surface 
s~diments. The artesian·waters are cold and essentially 
chloride free, and tend to: flm-1 downward; these \vaters 
are therefore not cohsidered an upwelling of the deep 
hydrothermal system. Conover,. et a~-l. consider Valle 
Grande to be a near static bas-rno""f groundi.Jater in 
which recharge from tha.flanking hills does not enter 
the deep valley aquifer~i but.emerges in a series of 
springs aiong the edge ·of th~ valley. (Isotope evidence 
reported in another section of this report, proves the 
concept.) Because of the near static nature of the 
ground1-1ater in· Valle Grande, some faith can be placed 
in high temperature gradients,;,' reported in a previous 
section of this report. . · 

Geothermal Test .Wells (Detailed Data in Appendix) 

Pressure measurements in the deep geothermal wells 
clearly show that the ~eep hydrothermal system is a 
separate water body from the shallow water in Valle Grande 
and Valle Toledo) and from the shallow hot waters at 
Sulphur Springs, As measured in" four wells, Baca H2, 
#3 and #4, and Bond #l,~the top of the deep hydrothermal 
system is at an eievation·of about 7500 feet, deepest 
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at Baca #4, shallowest at Baca #2. 

4. Summary of Pressure Observations 

Consideration of the regionally dist~ibuted data from 
springs and wells (Map II) reveals that the deep water 
system is very simply related to the superposition of the 
J~mez t·1ountains topo~raphy upon the normal subsurface 
water flow in the Rio Grande'graben. Deep water flow 
from the San Pedro and Jemez Mountains radiates north, east 
and south into the Rio G~ande drainage area. Most of the 
subsurface water passing across Valles Caldera enters 
from the higher mountains north and northwest of the 
caldera. A limited amount of flow enters from the 
calderc:. rim to the ·west*· south and east, and ~C:.e.£t.~i.n 
_C1mo.unt .a£. near.~s1..1rface .. wate.r., such as in Valle Grande, 
must percolate dovmwards. :tg. enter the. deep system. 
Hydrolqgically,-- the Valles Caldera is a "flat" zone; 
the normal north-to-south flow is impeded by the lack 
of topographic drainage relief, the abundant rhyolite 
plugs and the localized non-~egional flow patterns 
caused by the caldera t'im.~~ ; ~. :; · . 
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D. WATER CHEMISTRY 

1. Solution Chemistry 

-

The chemistry of the dissolved solid3 in waters of the I 
Jemez Mountains permits a very tentative five-fold 
subdivision: deep thermal wate~, satura~ed steam, shallow 
thermal water, shallow p~rched thermal water, and water 
from outside the hydrothermal system. Typical analyses 
(from many available.analyses,chiefly in Summers, 1965, 
a, b; Conover et al, 1963~ and.Griggs, 1964~ are presented 
in the appendix.· ,9,nly -ttJ::le general characteristics are 
discussed below. ' · ,.. · 

a) Deep thermal water. TheBaca #4. produces from 
dry steam zones b~tween 3468 feet and 4995 feet, 
and from a water zone(at~about SnOO feet. The 
sample of the deep wciter;'zone is a wel.lhead flowline 
sa~ple of the liquid ~£fluent while the well was 
flowing from all zones beH1een 34 6 8 feet and 50 4 8 
fee·t, total depth. ·. As sampled, the deep thermal 
water is a chloride water with dissolved solids of 
about 70 00 ppm. · (Analytical results are not 
adjusted for concentration during flashing in the 
well bore, because thermodynamic c:$lculations 
indicate about as much dry steam ij condensed to: 
lift the water as is evaporated du~ing flashing. 
In the future, an attempt should be made to obtain 

.. unflashed samples.} The water isl very high in 
fluorine (38 ppm) btit relatively !lbw in boron 
(15 ppm) for water with an initiali'temperat'ure over 
500°F. The high fluorine and low boron appear to 
reflect passage of thb water through dominantly 
volcan~c rocks rather than sediments (Hem, 1970; 
·Goldschmidt, 1954; Heide and Theile, 1957). The 
analysis shows no calcium or magnesium, however 
a small amount of calcium could have been precipi
tated during flashing. tow calcium content is common 
in waters of high temperature, calcite decreasing in 
solubility with increasing temperature (White, 1970; 
Hem, 1970). The low.talcium content may also reflect 
the low calcium content of the reservoir rock. The 
reiervoir rock in the Baca #4 well is a thyolitic 
tuff which contains 0~24%:. of CaO compared with 1.2% 
for the average rhyolite (Daly, 1933); The high 
silica content (820 ppm) of the deep thermal water, 
and the lo,w -ratio of sodium to potassium (4.5, 
atomic rati~ are typical of water with a very high 
reservoir temperature (White, 1970}. 

\<later of similp.r chemistry to the deep chloride water, 
occurs in the baca #3 well (T.D. 1944 feet when 
sampled), Soda Dam Hot Springs, Jemez Hot Springs, 

-~ ~~ 

: ~:. ;: . 
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b) 

c) 

and San Ysidro Indian Hot SprinR, the latter about 
15 miles south of Valles Caldera. The available 
analysis of the water from Baca #3 is barely useful; 
the silica analysis is obviou~ly in error and no 
analyses were made fat' fluorine or boron, Hmvever, 
the high dissolved-solids ( 5 712 ppm) , the._ low 
calcium (16 ppm), and the low sodium-potasium ratio 
(11.1) indicate that water is part of the deep 
thermal Hater. The hot sprinr,s along the Jemez 
River differ from the deep well water by a lower 
silica content, and a higher calcium and bicarbonate 
content. I believe that ~uch of the hot spring water 
has flpwed southw~rd from the high temperature 
caldera regime into the cooler rocks surrounding the 
caldera. Along the ~curse of flow the cooling water 
has lost much of the initial silica and gained 
calcium bicarbonate ~rom th~ Paleozoic limestones 
iri Jemez Canyon.. - 'F ' · 

Saturated steam. Saturated or dry steam occurs in 
the Baca #4 well between the deoths of about 2500 
feet to 5000 feet. No condensa~e samples were taken 
of this steam:for:~hemicial analysi~. 

. . '· i·-· ~~ . ' • 
Shallow thermal water. A chloride-bicarbonate-
sulfate wate~, with'dissolved solids of about 2000 
ppm,-quite distinct from the dee? chloride Hater has 
been sampled f~om depths of about 1700 feet to 2500 
feet in the Baca #4~weli• and from about 1300 feet 
to lSOO·feet in the Bac~.#l well. The shallow thermal 
water has·· a high· conten~ of bicarbonate an·d sulfate 
due to. the dissoci~tiori'of carbon dioxide and oxidation 
hydro~en sulfide. both e~ses escaping from the deep 
hydrothermal system. The shallow thermal water 
contains a~out 200'ppm silica, reflecting a lower 
temperature environment;th~n the deep chlot'ide water, 
and apparently con~~ins=no boron. 

In the Baca #4 well~ ~his-water overlies a vapor 
phase reservoir.;:. Presence of this· water may indicate 
the existance of a~deeper vapor phase, through which 
carbon dioxide an~ hydrogen sulfide may pass to the 
exclusion of chloride iQrl.,· 

. . •j .. 

d) Shallow pe·rched thermal water. A very localized 
· type of thermal water is associated with Sulphur Hot 
Springs in the west central part of the Valles 
Caldera. The springs are about 150°F, with a pH of 
2, and a relatively low flow. Bicarbonate content 
is nil and. chloride cont~nt· is very low (3.5 ppm). 
The water is clearly pe~ched, heated by conductive 
heat flow and by ~soaping ~ases •. The acidity and 
high sulfate content are caused by near surface 

,IS •. 
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oxidation of H2S to H2S04. This;type of· spring is 
clearly not in fluid communicatiqn with deep 
chloride waters and is indicative of underlying 
vapor phase reservoirs {White, 1970, 1971). 

Water outsidefue hydrothermal system. Water from 
outside the hydrothermal system is a dilute (100 
200 ppm dissolved solids) bicarbonate water with 
minor sulfate and very low cploride content. 
Flu·oride is· high for dilute waters (about 1. 5 ppm, 
and boron is nil, both characteristics typical of 
water from a rhyolitic vqlcanic environment. The 
dilute bidarbonate water is typical of the artesian 
wells in Vall~ Granda and Valle Toledo, and the 
water wells. near ·Los.: Alamos. · 

' ' ~ ' 

A variety of this water is.· found in the warm springs 
around the rim of Valles Caldera: San Antonio Bath
Hbuse, McCauley, and Bathtub Springs. The warm 
springs have a slightly higher silica content than 
the typic~l cold, bicarbonate w~ter~ an indication 
the water has percolated:at least through the edges 
of the major hyd~othermai system .. Except for silica 
content the warm sp~ings·are identical chemically to 
typical cold water.~· l believe the warm springs 
r~present areas where· notmally cold ground water is 

·heated near the edges. of.the deep hydrothermal 
system. The· warm springs thus may indicate areas 

· where the d~ep hydro.thermal system is totally in 
the li~uid ~has~, pbssibiy with hydrostatid pressures 
to the surface. Such ar~as would be ideal for pro
duction of wet stea~ and for hot water. The area 
around San Antonio Bath House is suggested as a 
prospective· area which cduld combine high subsurface 
temperature 1 good reservoi.r beds, hydrostatic pressure, 
and low-salinity fluids~ · 

. ~ . . .,; ··., .. .:. '_\ .. 

2. Isotope Chemistry 

It has been known for gorne time· that the isotopes of the 
lighter elernents.are fractiortdted by chemical and physical 
processes in natural systems. The stable isotope of oxygen, 
alB, has been particularly us~ful to hydrologists because 
of the abundance of oxygen in water and rocks. The basic 
geochemistry of alB is qu~te.sirnple. Assume the ocean as 
a large mass of water with a fixed ratio of alB to· ol6 
atoms. This ratio is about one alB atom ogr 25a ol6 atoms. 
During oceanic evaporation, the lighter al atoms tend to 
leave the ocean easier thari the heavier alB atoms. Rain
fall is th~s depleted in ol8 relative to ocean water. 
Rocks contain a proportidnateiy_higher amount of alB than 
ocean \<later. As. the• Q18 depleted: rainwater percolates 

. .~.; ·~~?l··'· .--~·.~;~:·~. ~ ·' 
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through the earth, ol6 from the water is'exchan~ed for 
olB from rocks. The exchange process is very slow at 
low temperatures, but increases rapidly with increasing 
temperature. The principal utility of olB;ol6 measure
ments in geothermics is as an indicator of the relative 
length of time water has been in a hydrothermal environ-
ment. . , ., 

Analytical results are usually presented· as per mil 
(per cent x 10) variatioh ·from a Standard known as 
Standard Mean Ocean Water (SMOW).· Thus water with olB 
analysis of -7.6%owould. be depleted in alB relative to' 
seawater to the extent of havirtg" .. a Ql8jol6 value 7. 6%o 
(0. 76%) lower thart sea W?-ter.:Y·(:c.' ·: 

Tritium: (H3) ; a radioa.ctive isotope of hydrogen, occurs 
as a natural constitueht of the atmosphere through the 
reaction of cosmic-ray-produce.¢! neutrons with nitrogen 

Gt.oms : · · t;•,/ · ::· (~·:<: · 

or 
Nl4 + nl·~ cl2 + a3 + ENERGY 
Nl4 + nl ~ 3He4 +~: H3 +' BNERGY. 

. j .; c 

.· ·_· ·' · · (KaUfman & Libby, 19 54) 
i, ' . ' ~ '; 

The natural frequency of:trit±um atoms is very lOWJ rain
water contains about five naturally occurring tritium 
atoms for every 1018 hydrogen· atoms. Because of the low 
activity, a convenient unit o~"~easurement called a 
Tritium Unit, has been dafin~d: 

1 T.U. = Number of. tritium atoms x 1ol8 
Nwnber of hydrogen a toms 

Artificial tritium, gene~ate~ b~ thermomuclear explosions, 
has been introduced·intd the Atmosphere in considerable 
amounts since 1954. In 19631 the tritium content of 
some rains. in North· .. Amerl.da· was over 10,000 T. u. 

I', ' ,j . 

The half-life of tritium/12.5 years, f'f)lrnishes the hydro
logist with a short-range dating tool. The large slugs of 
artificial tritium, produced sinde 1954

1
. also provide an 

excellent natural trace.r •. · Fo .. r .example'.· groundwater which 
originated as rainfall ov~r SO·· years ag , now has a tri ti urn 
content of less than 0. 5 T. U .', below th · limit of routine 
commercial analysis. ·Q):oundwater samples containing tritium 
between 1 T. u. and 2 T~:U. contain some water "younger" than 
50 ye_ars, and samples with exc~ss of 5 T. u. clearly have 
some water originating as raih. since 1954. 

. ..,. .... 
'. ~ 

··.: 
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The ol8 and tritium values for some waters from the Jemez 
Mountains, sampled in October, 1970, are: 

Sample Locality 

Artesian Well, Valle Granda 
64°F., flow from 450 1 • 

San Antonio Bath-House 
Spring, 100°F. 

Soda Dam Spring, 104°F. 

·Sulphur Spring, 150·°F •. ·. 
~; . ' . ' 

':'-.' }' Baca #4 Well, T.D. 1892': . , . 

(ol8} %o SMOW 

-12.0 

-12.7 

-11.5 . 
/'""12.5 

Baca #4 Well, T.D~ 5048' ... - 7.4 
Flow line-water from'well··,·r._• ~·l\1,:.::-~·· 
producing. from dry steam -' ';'>·:_:l'''.\ 
zones from 3468'-4995' and·.····-~ ... 
water zone about 5000'. 

T.U. 

3.6 

,,. 4.4 

6.8 

54.4 

N.D • 

5.1 

The ol8 content of water frorn.the' Valle Grande artesian well is 
probably representative ofJerlle~ Mountain water which has never 
been in a hydrothermal system. Th~ tritium content of the 
artesian well water is neither abnormally high or low. The 
tritium content. of pre~l954 r~in~has decayed to about 2 T.U. in 
1970. 1954 rainfall has decayed'to probably no less than 10 T.U. 
Thus, the artesian water is probably mostly pr~-1954 water 
with a small adtnixture·of I?.ost~l954 water. 

The· water from San Antonio Bath-House spring is warm, with a 
meteoric value for Ql8 and a·.relatively low tritium content for 
a spring. Most springs I am acquainted with hav= tritium contents 
of over 10 T.U. Evidently ,the water has been in the ground for 
several years, but has on~y;recent~y entered the hydrothermal 
system. · · · ·· · ·.,' ·' 

{. . 

The water from Soda Dam Spririgs is·an interesting contrast to 
the San Antoni6 Bath-House ~ater~ The water at Soda Dam has had 
some exchange of ol8 with hot rocks, and contains about 100 times 
as much chloride ion as· the .Bath~~ouse Spring, indicating the 
water has definitely passed through part of th.e deep hydrothermal 
system. The tritium content'of the Soda Dam water is signifi
cantly higher than the Bath-HQus~ water, probably the result of 
near-surface contamination. 

1 
··'. ''1~: ·· · ' 

: \ ,_, --:;: 

Isotopic composition of the water from Sulphur Springs proves 
that water to be very young, near-surface water, heated by · 
escaping hot gases. Evaporation could concentrate tritium, but 
it would also concentrate ol8, Sulphur Spring water has an 
ol8 deficiency similar to recent rain water, and shows no 
effects of exchange or evaporation~. 



The ol8 value for water from 1892 feet in the Baca #4 
well reveals some exchange with hot rock, but the sub
surface history of the water is probably so complex 
(the formation water may be. a combination of saturated 
steam condensate and near-surface ground water) that 
further discussion is.no~ warranted. 

Interpretation of the thermal water from Baca '#4 well, 
from 5000 feet deep, is slightly confounded by the flash
ing which takes place in the well bore as the water is 
produced. The extent of concentrati6n~f heavier isotopes 
during flashing is quantitatively unknown. Neve·rtheless, 
the limiting values are of great significance. 

·' ~ 
The deep water has had· a significant amount of olB 
exchange with hot rock. The ·difference between the ol8 
values for surface. water and exchanged-hydrothermal water 
is known as the ''oxygen shift." The oX(}'gen shift has 
been measured in many hydrothermal systems (White, 1970). 
The apparent shift in the deep Baca #4 water 1s: 

Valle Grande We.ll ,, 
,[c,, 

-12. %o · ,;:, ... 
Baca #4 

(-7~4%o) = -4.6%o 

The actual shift is posslbly less because of the concen
tration of alB duririg fl~shing. A shift of 4.6%o is 
somewhat intermediate compared to other hydrothermal 
systems of similar depth and temperature. The Salton 
Sea .hydrothermal system has a ol8 shift of at least 13%o. 
Wairakei, New Zealand has an Ql8 shift of only l%a. The 
explanati~n proposed for Wairakei is that so much water 
has passed through the system (recharge) tha~ the reservoir 
rocks are now in equilibrium .with the circulating meteoric 
water supply (White, 1970). The low oxygen shift in the 
Baca #4.water suggests a slrn£1ar high throughput of water 
may be present in the.Valles Caldera. · 

The tritium content of the deep water from the Baca #4 
well is high for water from an unproduced reservoir 5000 
feet deep, although some concentration,. up to 38%, by 
flashing is possible. The important fact is that any 
tritium was detected ~t all.i Assuming perfect separation 
during flashing (impossible)' and no condensation. of the 
dry-steam production (unlikely) , the deep thermal water 
contains a minimum of·3~5 T.U. 'The tritium content of 
1954 pre-bomb rainwater has decayed to about 2 T.U. in 
1970. Therefore we can conclude that the deep therfual 
water in Valles Caldera does include a component of post-
1954 rainwater, which h·as",traveled through the earth at 
least one mile vertically in sixteen years. The deep water 
flow at the Baca #4 well location is apparently much more 
rapid· than the near-surface grourid water flow in Valle 
Grande. Evidence for rapid movement of hydrothermal water 
is becoming more common, although little data has been 
published. White (personal communication) recently has 
found tritium i;1 "presumed" ancient waters ~t Yellowstone 
National Park. 

,I ' )' 
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E. HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION 

1. Near-Surface Alteration (Map I) 

A zone of active hydrothermal alteration covering over 
12 square miles has ~een mapped by the U.S. G~ological 
Survey (unpublished) in the western part of Valles Caldera. 
Active alteration is most conspicuous near Sulphur Sprins, 
a low pii, low volume, sulfate-rich hot spring, The rocks 
surrounding the spring area are mostly caldera-fill clastic~, 
tuffs, and rhyolite lavas which have ·been bleached and 
leached to a light-gray, porous, _siliceous residue, with 
common native sulphur, sulfat.e r:'linerals, and clay, probably 
kaolinite. Vegetation is sparse or absent in the hot spring 
area, bu·t over most of the active-alteration area, plant-
free areas are .only sporadic. Surface heat flow is 
obviou~ only in the hot spring area, manifested by hot . 
springs, steam vents, and nume~ous gas seeps; however, 
the shallow temperature survey revealed that the entire 
area is underlain by rocks with a very high geothermal 
gradient. · 

Hydrogen sulfide, escaping from the deep hydrothermal 
system is the primary agent responsible for the active rock 
alteration. Near the surface hydrogen sulfide reacts with 
atmospheric oxygen.to form sulfuric a6id, accounting for 
the high sulfate and low pH of the hot spring waters. The 
acid attacks the .rocks, removing most of the cations arid 
leaving a siliceous, clayey residue. This type of hot 
spring and alteration activity contrasts markedly with 
n~ar-neutral chloride springs, and is becoming a classic 
indicator of vapor-dominated hydrothermal systems. 
(White, et al, 1971.) 

The active area-of alteration is superimposed on a much 
larger area of more subtle, though~ pervasive. hydrothermal 
alteration (Doell, et al, 1968.) The exposed altered rocks 
cover an area of about 70 square miles, and include all the 
rock units ~-;ithin the c.aldera except for most of the late 
rhyolite domes. The late rhyolite domes ·and recent valley 
fill unquestionably co~er large areas of o1der hydrothermal 
alteration. I estimate the total extent of altered rocks· 
to.·be considerably ove~ 100 square miles. : 

Awai from the active areas of acid-leaching, the alteration 
is predominately mild silicification and oxidation (Doell, 
et al, 1968-.) Locally, seams of chalcedony or coarser 
quartz are common, as ara opaline deposits in cavities 
and fractures, The late rhyolit~ domes ar~ generally fr~e 
of alteration except .for ~arti~l hydration of their ~lassy 
facies. Doell notes an exception is the rhyolite dome near 
San Antonio Ba~h-House ~prinR, which shows considerable 
veinin~ with quartz, chalcedony, and opal. The widespread 
hydrothermal alteration aonears .to be associated with 
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subaqueous hot springs that rose under the lakes formed 
in the caldera immediately after collapse, about one 
million years ago. The late rhyolite domes probably 
stood above the lake level, escaping alteration. The 
Bath-House dome has a wave-cut terrace on top, proving 
its. subaqueous history.. ,,. 

It is concluded that a major hydrothermal system, evidenced 
by near-surface hot spring activity has been present at 
the Valles Caldera for .at least one million years. The 
precedirig statement is quite different than noting that 
volcanism has been active at Valles Caldera for over one 
million years. There ar~·notable occurrences of large 
igneous masses which have been emplaced without concomitant 
hydrothermal systems. Mar-ysville Buttes, California, i~ a 
good example. . The But.tes are a Pliocene andesite-rhyolite 
volcanic complex, ov~r t~n miles in diameter, intruded 
through Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments. Not only is 
there no evidence of associated hydrothermal fluids, 
prolific natural gas production has been established in 
the adjacent sediments. Extensive near-surface hydro
thermal alteration, then, is better ·evidence of deep, 
long-lived hydrothermal systems than is voluminous volcanic 
activity. 

Bland Mining District 

The ·small Bland Mining District, five miles southeast of 
the Valles Caldera,' provides interesting evide~ce that 
hydrothermal systems have been associated with igneous 
activity in the· Jemez Mountains fo·r a period far in excess 
of one million years.· The host rocks in the Bland District 
are Eocene (?) or Oligocene (?) volcanic flows and tuff 
breccias intruded by small stocks, dikes and sills of 
granodiorite. The rocks are pervasively chloritized, and 
locally argillized and silicified (Smith, et al, 1970, 
Elston, 1961). The .mineralogy is characteristic of shallow 
hydrothermal alteratioh, such as that presently operating 
at the Salton Sea Geothermal Field (Muffler and White, 1969). 
Gold and silver occur in the Bland District in low grade 
quartz veins; the Albemarle Mine produced over $1,300,000 
of gold and silver duri.Ifg operations between 1894 and 1948 
(Elston, 1961) •· · 

Geothermal Wells 

The rocks penetrated during the drilling of the five deep 
geothermal test \vells have all been modified extensively 
by the hydrothermal waters. My knowledge of the strati
graphy and mineralogy of the Bond #1 well and Baca wells 
#1, #2, and #3 is from cuttings descriptions by U.S.G.S. 
personnel. More extensive, though'· still incomplete, data 
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is. available from the Baca #4 well. fherefore, except 
for a cursory description, this section will primarily 
deal with lithologic observations in the Baca #4 well. 

The host rocks in the Bond #1 and Baca #1 and #3 wells are 
intra-caldera tuffs and tuffaceous sediments .. The only 
well to penetrate pre-caldera rocks is the Baca #2 well 
,T.D. 5660 feet) which cut, in ~ddition to intra-caldera 
rocks, a succession of Tertiary sandstone, Paleozoic sand
stone, shale and limestone, and Pre-Cambrian granite. Of 
the wells drilled solely irt intr~-caldera rocks, the Bond #1 
well is the deepest with a total deptb of 3675 feet. Baca #1 
and Baca # 3 are 2560 feet and 2 2.0 0 (?) feet deep respectively. 
The sample log from the Bond #1 well describes pyrite through
out the well with calcite above a dep-t;h of 1000· feet and fre
quent mention of silicified ~ones below 1000 feet. Chlori
tization is noted at 1200 feet and r~crystallized secondary 
feldspar described ·at 2600 :feet to 3675 feet. Sample logs 
from the Baca #1 and #3 wells are similar with the exception 
that secondary feldspar was not noted in the shallower wells. 
The deep Baca #2. well contains ubiguitous pyrite, shallow 
secondary calcite and several silicified zones above 2200 
feet, approximately-the base of the intra-caldera rocks. 
Sample descriptions of. the Tertiary aqd Paleozoic sediments 
mention only pyrite, although the wel~ is known to be very 
hot and many mineralogic ~hanges should occur in the Paleo
zo·ic <;::arbonate rocks. The Pre-Cambriqn granite is described_ 
as c·ontaining chlorite, sericite, and je.pidote, common 
minerals ·in the heart of a hydrothermQjl system. However, 
the age of the mineraliz~tion in the ~e-Cambrian rocks is 
not available ·from the· sample. descrip,.ons. · . 

The rocks penetrated in the Baca #4, T.D~ 5048 feet, well 
consist almost entirely of rhyolite ash-flow tuffs, both 
welded and non-welded (Figure 6 ) • A few hundred feet 
of tuffaceous sandstone is· also. present, interbedded with 
the tuffs. Smith (personal communication, text in appendix) 
tentatively identifies the tuff as Bandelier Tuff, a wide
spread rhyolitic tuff blowh out of Toledo and Valle Calderas 
at the time of initial-caldera· formation. 

I 

The Valles Caldera hydrothermal system has extensively 
altered'the host rocks both physically and mineralogically. 
Investigations for this report consisted of binocular 
microscope examination of well cuttings, and thin-section 
analysis,. chemical analysis, .and porosity and permeability. 
determinations o~ selected large pieces of rock ejected 
from the well dtilHng production tests. The original depth 
of the large pieces thrown from the well was determined by 
correlation with·ciuttings and dri~ling characteristics. 
The data are summarized;, .in. Figure __ s..__ 

. . l; •. ~ • •• ::..~ . ' . •' ' .,. .• , : ,, .. 
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The general pattern of secondary mineralization as a result 
of the hydrothermal environment follows the pattern well 
documented on the Salton Sea-geothermal field, California 
(Muffler and White, 1969): calcite and quartz veins in the 
near-surface, low temperature environment (300°F. @ 2000 
feet) , changing to epidote and probable potash~feldspar 
with increasing depth and temperature ( 530°F. @ 4820 
feet). A general proposed reaction (Muffler and White) 
is: i.;.,( 

Muscovite + Calcite + Quartz + Iron + Oxygen 
) 

Epidote+ K-feldspar +·carbon Dioxide+ Water 

This reaction is believed to account for the abundance of 
C02 generally associated with the shallow parts of hydro
thermal systems. Epidote is first observed as veins at a 
depth of 4300 feet, however thin sections of rock from no 
deeper than 3177 feet show epidote formation as a ground 
mass alteration product in a rhyolitic tuff breccia. Below 
a depth of about 500 feet:,. the groundmass of the tuff is 
patchily chloritized, and some hornblende (?) crystals are 
completely replaced by chlorite. Maqrietite is an extremely 
common mineral below a depth of 3900 feet. It appears to 
be present as a powdery'fracture filling, for although the 
drillsite and equipment were covered with black, magnetic 
dust, .discrete grains of: magnetite were rare in wasl::led 
samples of cuttings.. · · 

A very interesting and probably important litho~ogic change 
ocgurs at a depth of about 5000 feet. During drilling of 
the well, several dry steam zones were encountered between 
2600 feet and 5000 feet. At approximately 5000 feet,. a 
water bearing zone was penetrated. The change from steam
bearing-zones to water-bearing-zones is concomitant with a 
color change in welded tuff from medium gray to very light 
gray. Thin-section analysis (details in appendix) revealed 
that the welded tuff above 5000 feet consist of quartz and 
sanidine phenocrysts set in a glassy groundmass partially 
devitrified to quartz. The ~pproximate abundance of rock 
components is quartz 40%, glass shards 30%, sanidine 20%, 
and minor clay.,.pyrite, epidote, and plagioclase. The 
ground mass of the wel.ded tuff below 5000 feet has been 
replaced almost entirely by __ quartz, the abundance of rock 
components is· quartz 80%, sanidine 10%, glass 5%, plus minor 
components. The nearly white color of the deeper rocks is 
a result of the intensive, very fine-grained silicification. 
The ir.tensive silicification below 5000 feet is probably due 
to the high chemical activity-of silica in the formation 
water, over 800 p.p.m. Ionic mig-ration and rock alteration 
is impeded in the rocks above 5000 feet which contain vapour
phase water, a very poor solute.· The relatively sharp 
lithologic and vapour-liquid phase contacts at 5000 feet 
imply a long-lived equilibrium between heat flow and water 
flow. " · 
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Chemical analyses of the welded tuffs above and below 5000 
feet were obtained. Dr. Robert Smith of the U.S.G.S. kindly 
supplied two chemical analyses of outcrop specimens of 
Bandelier Tuff for comparison. The analyses are: 

5102 

Al203 

Fe203 

MgO 

CaO 

Na2o 

K20 

Tl02 

P205 

MnO 

Bandelier 

77.4% 

12.1 

1.1 

o.o 
0.3 

4.1 

4.3 

o·.1 

o.o 
0.1 

~9. 5. 

Bandelier 

74.2% 

12.0 

0.9 

0.1 

0.4 

3.7 

4.8 

0.1 

0.0 

0.1 

96.3 

Baca #4 ... 
Above 5000' 

77.6% 

11.4 

1.5 

0.2 

0.4 

4.2 

4.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

99.7 

Baca #4 
Below 5000' 

73.9% 

11.1 

1.3 

0.2 

0.2 

3.5 

4.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

94.5 

Except for variations which could be due to analytical 
di(ferences, the bulk chemistry of the Baca #4 welded tuffs 
is identical to the una'ltere.d outcrop samples of Bandelier. 
The hydrothermal alteration consists largely of rearrangement 
of rock material, rather than enrichment and leaching of 
various· components. 

Nine pieces of rock from the Baca #4 well were analyzed for 
porosity and permeability. The results are: 

Depth- Rock Type 
Feet 

3177' Tuff Breccia 
II II II 

II II ·II 

4900'-5000 1 Welded Tuff 
II II II 

II It II 

Below 5000' Welded .. Tuff 
II II II 

''";-

II Sandstone 

24. 

Porosity:... 
Percent 

4.8 
5.1 
6.7 

10.4 
8.7 
8.1 

10.9 
8.8 

1.6. 9 

Permeability
Hillidarcies 

0.09 
0.18 
0.07 

0.33 
0.16 
0.14 

0.18 
0.19 
1.82 



Smith (1960) and Smith and Bailey (1966) report that 
outcrop specimens of the Bandelier Tuff have a porosity 
range of 10% to 40%, and porosity is commonly about 30%. 
The welded tuffs from the Baca #4 well have a porosity of 
about 10%. The differenc~ in porosity between outcrop 
and subsurface samples is the result of load compaction 
and hydrothermal silicification. The porosity of the 
sandstone sample is probably similar to most of the sand
stones interbedded with the tuffs. 

The permeability of the sample rocks is low, but as noted 
by White, Muffler, and Truesdell (1971), vapor dominated 
systems, such as The Geysers, California, require low 
initial permeability for separation of the liquid-vapour 
phases. Commercial production of steam usually comes 
from a ·few permeable fractures, rather than from the 
bulk rock. The·low measured permeabilities are, therefore, 
not considered d~trimental. 

25. 
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V. GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS , .. · 
A. GRAVITY SURVEY (Figure 7) 

The gravity map (Figure 7) is generalized from an 
unpublished gravity survey of the Jemez Nountains by 
the United States Geological Survey. The station 

.density is about one data point per three square miles. 
Gravity data are responsive to the distribution of rock 
density. In areas where the stratigraphy is well known, 
petroleum provinces for example, fairly detailed structural 
interpretations from gravity data are possible. In hydro
thermal areas, however, large variations in bulk density 
can result from many causes, such as: intrusions, buried 
lava flows, hydrothermal alteration, dense brines, and 
low-'density steam. Gravity interpretations in hydro
thermal areas are always somewhat ambiguous. 

The Valles Toledo Caldera is a negative gravity anomaly 
quite obviously related to the caldera depression, filled 
with volcanic tuffs and intra-caldera sediments less 
dense than the surrounding volcanic flows, Tertiary
Paleozoic sediments and Pre-Cambrian granite. The nega
tive anomaly is greatest near the projected intersection 
of the Valles Caldera and Toledo Caldera, presumably the 
area of greatest substance, and thickest low density 
fill. The slope of the gravity-contour-surface within 
the Valles Caldera is least steep. inside the ring
fracture system. This area is thus a positive anomaly, 
for a simple basin of subsidence should have gravity 
contours which exactly parallel the basin boUndaries. 
The anomaly is most noticeable in the vicinity of the 
Baca #4·well and the gravity contours east of the well 
which, actually are convex into the principal negative 
anomaly. Smith, et al (1970) have .unquestionably used 
the gravity data, and in the·ir cross-section B - B' 
appear to explain the positive anomaly by structural 
doming. The reader will recall that the Baca #2 wel1 
penetrated a succession of caldera fil~, Tertiary sedi
ments, Paleozoic sediments, and Pre-Cambrian granite .. 
The doming hypothesia calls for the Baca #2 stratigraphy 
to be found at higher elevations at the Baca #4 location. 
Instead, the Baca #.~' well, whose surface elevation is 
only 80Q feet aboveithe Baca #2 well., penetrated over 
5000 feet of Bandelier Tu£f. The actual stratigraphy 
suggests two alterzyative explanations for the positive 
gravity anomaly: a~very near surface .magma chamber, 
dense in contrast to the Bandelier Tuff; or widespread 
hydrothermal alteration of the Bandelier Tuff by 
silicification, generally increasing bulk density. Most 
p·osi ti ve gravity anomalies in the Imperial Valley, 
California are directly related to metamorphism of 
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sediments in hydrothermal systems. (Rex, 1970.) 
Porosity of Bandelier Tuff from three deep zones in 
the Baca #4 well was abotit 10%, indicating a density 
of 2 .1 - 2. 3 gms I cc3, considerably more than the 
average density of Bandlier Tuff outcrops. Considerable 
ambiguity exists, but it is at least possible that the 
positive gravity anomaly defines the area of most intense 
hydrothermal activity. 

MAGNETIC SURVEY (Figure 8) 

Figure 8 is a generalized aeromagnetic map from unpub
lished U.S.G.S~ data. The flight lines are on east-
west courses at one-mile intervals. Magnetic variations 
are a result of the variable distribution of magnetite, 
Fe 3o4, in rocks. In general, igneous rocks contain 
much. more magnetite than sediments. Among volcanic 
rocks, basalt and andesite usually contain more magnetite 
than rhyolite. In the Jemez Mountains, many rocks con
tain abundant magnetite which occurs as a primary mineral 
in the volcanic flows and as a secondary mineral of hydro
thermal origin.· 

The aeromagnetic map.of the Valles Caldera shows a series 
of positive magnetic anomalies around the edge of the 
caldera that ar~ associated with the thick pre-caldera 
volcanic rocks along the caldera rim. Ni thin the caldera .. 
an extensive negative anomaly, in.the southern and 
eas-tern part of the caldera, approximately coincides 
with the negative gravity anomaly. The negative anoma-

. lies are directly over large masses of rhyolite, indi
cating that positive anomalies in other parts of the 

·caldera are not a response·to the abundant surficial 
masses of rhyo~ite. · ·· 

The major magnetic feature.of the Valles Caldera is a 
complex areaof positive anomalies in the western part 
of the caldera. The.general area is, in part, coincident 
with the positive gravity anomaly, but also extends farther 
west and northeast than the gravity anomaly. Some of the 
magnetic anomalies may be due to patches of outcropping 
pre-caldera andesitt: ("Tpa" on the geologic map). However, 
the Baca #4 well is· situjtted on a distinct positive anomaly 
generated by large amounts of hydrothermal magnetite 
deposited in Bandelier Tuff. Thus, the aeromagnetic survey, 
like the gravity survey, may be very useful in determining 
the extent of the Valles hydrotherma.l system. 

C. SEISMIC NOISE {Figure 9) 

A se-ismic noise survey maps the distribution of very low 
{ frequency· (1-10 cyqles ·per second} noise which has been 
\~~ 
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found to emanate ubiquitously from the earth. There 
appears to be some relation between seismic noise 
variability and hydrothermal systems (Clacy, 1968), 
but the relation is extremely unclear. The Geysers, 
California geothermal t:ield is an abnormally "quiet" 
area. The Salton Sea geothermal field is a~normally 
"noisy". Dry steam is produced at The Geysers while 

,the Salton Sea field is a liquid reservoir. To further 
confuse interpretation, bedrock terrane is generally 
quiet, and alluviated valleys are noisy. 

' 

The seismic noise map of the Valles Caldera is presented 
in Figure 9. Noisy areas coincide with thick deposits 
of valley fill, as interpreted from topographic, geo
logic, gravimetric, and magnetic maps. The quiet zone 
surrounding the Baca #4 well generally coincides with 
the hydrothe~mally generated gravity ~nd magnetic 
anomalies. " • · 
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VI. GEOTHERMAL ENERGY POTENTIAL OF THE VALLES CALDERA 

A. GENERAL STATEMENT 

The preceding section of ~his report was devoted primarily 
to a tabulation of facts with as little speculative 
material as possible. With the exception of ~ell data, 
this section is more interpretive and leads to a general
ized model of the Valles Caldera hydrothermal system. 
The general conclusion proposed is that the Valles Caldera 
is an excellent prospect for geothermal development 
including the production from vapor-dominated, and liquid
dominated reservoirs. The general model consists of a 
high heat flow area,. the caldera, situated in the path of 
a deep ground-water system tending to flow from north to 

s.outh ucross the caldera. Heat f1ow near the center of 
the caldera is sufficient to cause boiling and separation 
of vapor-phase water. This area is prospective for the 
production of dry ~team. The most lik~l~ area for pro
duction from a liquid phase reservoir, which requires a 
potentiometric surface near the'earth's surface, and a 
porous and permeable reservoir, is immediately north of 
the vapor phase prospective area; · 

B. SUMMARY OF WELLS DRILLED TO DATE 

1. Bond #1, T.D. 3675 feet 
(More· complete descriptions of all wells are in the Appendix)_ 

Of the five deep wells.within the Valles Caldera, four 
were drilled as geothermal tests. The earliest well, the 
Wes·tates-Bond #1; was drilled in 1960 as a petroleum test. 
Drilled largely with mud, the Bond #1 well furnished the 
ffrst evidence of a high-temperature, low pressure hydro- , 
thermal system in the Valles Caldera. Lost circulation 
zones were encountered at depths of 1204 feet, 1338 feet, 
and 3650 feet, the latter so serious that the mud system 
was converted to air. Th~ well was abandoned at a depth 
of 3675 feet because the air supply could not keep the 
hole unloaded. During drilling, high mud flow line tempera
tures were observed: 170°F. at 1698 feet increasing to 
194°F. (bciili~g at wellhead elevation) at 2966 feet. 

In 1967, the well was·cleaned out to 1920 feet, at which 
time it flowed surges of steam and water. Downhole tem
perature and pressure measu;-jments indicated a liquid water 
phas~ in the lost circulation zone at 1338 feet. The 
formation pressure, about 100 psig, is considerably below 
a hydrostatic column extending to the surface. The forma
tion temperature is ·about 250°F.,below the temperature at 
equivalent depths in other wells; 

Deeper permeable zones apparently are also liquid filled, 
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for the temperature surveys show that some of the test 
fluid was coming from below 2900.feet, but pressures 
appear too high and temperatures too low to allow a vapor~ 
phase separation. 

It is concluded that the rocks penetrated by the Bond #1 
well contain liquid water at elevated temperature, and 
significantly less than hydros~atic pressure. ~· 

Ba~a #1, T.O. 2560 feet _./.·~ 
2. Baca #3, T.D. 2200(?) feet . 

3. 

. , I 

The Baca #1 well is the first~eli in Valles Caldera 
drilled to establish geotherma.l steam production. With 
13-3/8 inch casing emplaced to 461 feet~ the well encoun
tered steam zones at 1441 ... 1500 feet. As measured by 
Rogers Engineering Company, the zones flowed 85,000 pounds 
of stea~ per hour with less than 5% liquid water content. 
Theirestim'ate of reservoir conditions was 310° - 320°F. 
and 65 psi~servoir_pressure, a saturated steam zone. 
Rogers' est1mate of the formation temperature is in good 
agreement with the temperature calculated from the sodium
potassium content of the effluent water: 33S°F. The well 
was deepened to ~560 feet and the hoie was lost while 
attempting to run casing. 

The Baca #3 well, a'twin to the Baca #1, was drilled to 
re-establish production from the steam zones discovered in 
the Baca #1 well. At a total depth of 1983 feet, with 
1179 ·feet of 9-5/8 inch casing, the well had a flow of 11% 
steam and 89% water, chiefly· from zones· below 1900 feet. 
The water zone ~pparently was depleted rapidly, ~or one 
day later the well was flowing 50% steam. After tests, 7 
inc.h casing was hung from 1000 feet to 1983 feet and the 
well was drilled to total depth, about 2200 £eet. A down
hole temperature survey recorded a maximum temperature of 
390 °E'. at 1800 feet ,,an<i a: water level between 800 feet and 
900 feet. 

The Baca #1 and #3 wells establish that low pressure-high 
temperature conditions.are available in the Valles Caldera 
suitable for formation of saturated steam reservoirs. 
Although the wells, as d·rilled, did not discover conunercial 
productiori, data from the Baca #4 well indicates the Baca 
#1 - #3 location is pt;bbably on· 1:;.he fringe of a saturated 
steam reservoir and may be prospective for dry steam pro
duction from greater ~epths. · 

'( . 

Baca #2, T.D. 5658 feet 

The Baca 12 well is the deepest geothermal test in the 
Valles Caldera, and is the only well to penetrate Paleozoic 
sediments and Pre-Cambrian granite. The well was drilled 
with mud to a depth~of·3445 feet with lost circulation 
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while drilling at 1163 feet and 3332 feet. ~fter setting 
9-5/8 inch casing at 3445 feet and converting to air, 
the well was drilled through Paleozoic sediments to 4726 
feet. Some steam'flow was encountered in the Paleozoic 
section for the drilling reports cite: 

9-20-63 Increase in volume noted between 3780' 
and 3809' 

., 

9-21-63 Depth 4446', flow line temp. 204°F., 
wellhead pressure 31#. 

Evidently the flow diminished, for a 7 inch liner was hung 
from 3397 feet to 4726 feet, and the well was drilled to 
total depth, 5658 feet.· Drilling reports indicate that no 
permeable zones were ~ncountered between 4726 feet and 
5658 feet. After drilling to total depth, many zones 
between 1300 feet and 3100 feet were perforated, resulting 
in many flow& of hot water. 

Although no adequate down-hoie temperature-pressure data 
are available below 2274 feet,· drilling records((see Appen
dix and previous discussions of temperature distribution) 
below that depth, and shallo~er· temperature measurements 
prove the well is extremely hot, possibly over 600°F. at 
total depth. The maximum_observed temperature in the well 
was 428°F. at 1400 feet. 'At that time the well had been 
static for several months with a plug at 2288 feet and 
perforations from 1750 feet to 2288 feet. The fluid level 
was at a depth of 860 feet. Assuming the existence of a 
permeable zone at the highest perforations, 1750 feet·, 
down hole pressure-temperature surveys (300 psig and 408°F. 
at 1750 feet) indicate liquid-phase watei in the reservoir. 

The Baca #2 well further confirms the existence of a very· 
high temperature-lo~ pressur~ hydrot~ermal system in the 
Valles Caldera. -, .·: · 'i~'! 

Baca #4, T.D. 5048 feet . · 

The Baca #4 well was 'dtiiied ~ith mud to 1442 feet and from 
1442 feet to to~ai depth ~itfrair. Water-bearing zones 
were encountered between i887 feet and approximately 2600 
feet. Zones producing dry steam at the surface were cut 
between 2600 feet and·approximately 5000 feet. At approxi
mately 5000 feet a liquid water-bearing zone was penetrated. 
The existence of a boiJinq water feed-zone below vapor
dominated steam reserybirs has been specula ted on (vlhi te, 
et al, 1971, and othefs), but the Baca #4 well is believed 
to be the first geoth~rrnal well to clearly penetrate such 
a water zone. : ~.,:'. 

Pressure temperature surveys. indicate a low-pressure, high-
. ..J •. :-:. . 
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temperature hydrothermal syst~m at the Baca #4 location. 
The potentiometric surface o( the deep water zone is 
approximately 2000 feet deep• The above-sea elevation 
of the potential water table is about 300 feet lower than 
the potential sUrface in ~he Baca #2 well, showing that 
subsurface water tends to flow from the Baca #2 location 
towards the Ba~a #4~ location, and proves that the deep 
hydrothermal system operates independently of the near
surface drainage effects of Redondo Peak, the dominant 
topographic factor in Valles- Caldera. 

Observed downholeitemperatures are comparatively very 
high, over 532°F. at 4820 feet. White (1971) reports 
that of about 100 hydrothermal systems explored by dril
ling, only• about 10 demonstrably exceed 480°F .. (250°C) . 

.Little-data are available on the formation pressure of 
the major dry-steam producing zones. On.one occasion 
during shut·- in, the wellhead shut-in pressure rose to 
over 500 psig, indicating a formation pressure of over 
500 psig at the highest permeable zon~ open to the well 
bore. That zone is at a ·depth of 3468 feet and the zone 
produces dry steam. (The temperature of the zone is 
therefore greater than465~F.]' Assuming that the deeper, 
hotter dry-steam producing zones contain saturated steam, 
the reservoir ~res~ure at a depth of 4900 feet (in excess 
of 530°F.) is about 885~psig~ . . 

Because 6f the influx of deep water, no good data are 
available concerning the potential flow of dry steam 
above the water-zone. The wel.l flow, on the ba·sis of 
visual observation, appeared to be in the order of 
lQO~ooo pounds of steam per hour. ; >. . .. ~ -
The Baca #4 well proves the existence of an areally large, 
very hot, under-pressured hydrothermal system in the 
Valles Caldera. Temperatures in Baca #4 well and Baca #2 
well, about three miles apart, are about the same on an 
above-sea elevation basisj ·The well also proves the 
existence of a.vapor-dominated reservoir conducive to 
the production of dry steam. . The area1 extent and com
mercial Utility of the vapor-dominated reservoir will be 
determined by future drilling. : 

Data fro~.the Baca~#4 well also proves that the pressure 
regime of the deep hydrothermal system is related to the 
deep 'groundwater flow of. the regional Rio Grande drainage 
basin, and is lar~ely independent ·of local topography. 

' f . t ~ 
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c. MODEL OF THE VALLES CALDERA HYDROTHERMAL SYS'rEM (Map . I II) 

The proposed model of the Valles Caldera hydrothermal , 
system, presented diagramatically as Cross-Section A-A on 
Map III, is analogous ·to a stream of water flowing slowly 
over a tilted hot plate o~ griddle. Dilute subsurface 
water, flowing normally away from the heart of the Jemez 
Mountains to the Rio Grande basin, passes over the high 
heat flow area of the Valles Caldera. The water is warmed 
while passing across the caldera; boiling and separation 
of vapor-phase water occurs in the southern half of the 
caldera. Evaporation of water from the declining deep 
water table, and leaching of mineral matter from rocks, 
concentrates dissolved salts in the residual liquid. 
The concentrated liquid leaves the hydrothermal system on 
the s.outh side 'of the ·caldera, manifesting itself in 
several chloride-rich hot springs along the Jemei River. 

Let us ·review the factual bases for the proposed model. 
The regional pattern of deep ground-water flow is well 
documented by the occurrence of chloride-bearing thermal 
springs, deep water-observation wells, and fluid-level 
determinations in geothermal wells •. A widespread tempera
ture anomaly in the Valles Caldera is shown by hot springs, 
shallow temperature and temperature-gradient wells, and 
temperatures measured in ... gedthermal wells. 

. ~. 

The water from San Antonio Bath-House hot spring is water 
which'has relatively recently entered the hydrothermal 
system. Chemically the water is similar to fresh, cold 
water of the Jemez Mountains, such as water in Valle Grande. 
The tritium content of the· water 1'is quite low, proving a 
long history of subsurfac~ flowr The water, however, is 
warm and contains an abnormal amount of dissolved silica, 
in.dicating the water has .. circulated through the fringes of 
the hydrothermal system. 

The liquid-phase watet travels for several miles before 
boiling occurs. Water underlying the Baca #2 well location 
appears to be ~htirely in the'liquid-phase, although very 
hot. Some saturated steam was encountered in the Baca #1 
well, indicating· that boiling begins somewhere between the 
Baca #2 arid Baca #l wells~ The thickness of the vapor
phase reservoir i·s unknown at the Baca #2 location, but at 
the Baca #4 location; ·the vapor...: dominated reservoir is over 
2400 feet thick. 

. ·. \· 

The vapor-dominated reservoir,y{as once filled with liquid 
water. The extensive hydrothermal alteration of the tuf
faceous rocks probably could not have been accomplished 

·with saturated steam, a poor sol~te, as the dominant 
reservoir fluid. According to White, et al, (1971): 

"Vapor.dorninated systems require relatively potent 
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heat supplies and low initial permeability. 
After an early hot-water stage, a system becomes 
vapor-dominated when net discharge starts to 
exceed recharge."· 

At least two mechanisms in the Valles Caldera are acting 
to lower rock permeability and thus to lower the recharge 
capacity of the system. Calcium carbonate and calcium 
sulphate decrease in solubility ~ith increasing temperature. 
As cold water enters the-hydrothermal system, deposition of 
calcite and gypsum takes'place in the flow channels, thus 
decreasing permeability. The deposition of calcite near 
the edges of the_hydrothermal ·system is clearly demonstrated 
in the geothermal wells in the Valles Caldera. In all the 
wells, calcite is common·as a·hydrothermal mineral only in 
the upper, cooler portions of the wells. At depth, calcite 
becomes much less common. Deposition of calcite tends to 
form a caprock preventing ~ertical intrusion of surface 
water into the reservoir. Presumably, calcite deposition 
also takes place on the northern flanks of the system, 
imp~ding deep recharge. ·-. ':-. · · i t; · • 

A second mechanism, probably the dominant mechanism in the 
Valles Caldera, is the silicification of.tuffaceous rocks. 
In the Baca. #4 well, for example, the Bandelier Tuff reser
voir rocks are iniensively silicified with a porosity of 
about· 10% and negligible permeability~ Outcrop specimens 
of Bandelier commonly have a porosity over 30%, and presumably 
some permeability~ The Baca #4 reservoir rocks had a near
surface origin (proven by interbedded sandstones) and, 
therefore, reasonabl1 good initial permeability. The decrease 
of permeability due to silicification has resulted in an 
imbalance between heat flow and water flow leading to boiling 
and generation of a vapor~dominated reservoir. 

At. the Baca ·#4 location, the vapor-liquid interface has 
declined to a leve1'about:sooo feet deep. Nith the liquid
water table at th~t depth, art equilibrium between heat flow 
and water flow appears to have been established. The very 
distinct change in degree cff alteration at the vapor-liquid 
interface could not -have d~7eloped rapidly, and certainly 
~oes not indicate an activ~ly declining.liquid-water table. 
Th~ tritium content of the liqdid.~ater shows that active 
recharge of the hydrothermal syStem is significant. Because 
the wat:er recharge is not quen.ching and filling the vapor
phase reservoir, \ve can assume the water recharge is balanced 
by heat flow from below the caldera. Evidence of a high con
tinuing heat flow comes fro~ the periodicity of rhyolitic \ 
volcanism over the last million ye~rs, which as Doell (1968) 
points out does not preclude future eruptions. 

South of the Baca. #4 location,. ·~the steam-water interface 
. ! 
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will be found at greater depths in response to the 
addition of heat as the water moves across the caldera. 
Near the caldera edge however, the vapor-dominated 
reservoir will terminate due.to decreased heat flow 
beyond the ring-fracture complex. Some surfaca water 
from the caldera rim may also enter the hydrothermal 
system south of the ring-fracture system, furth~r tending 
to condense the vapor-phase reservoir. 

The chloride-rich hot springs along the Jemez River 
represent the outflow of water from the Valles Caldera. 
The solution chemistry of the springs is similar to the 
deep water in the Baca ~4 well, and the isotope chemistry 
proves a long subsurface .residence in a hydrothermal system. 
Some evidence of decreased flo~. thro1:1gh the caldera is 
given by Soda Dam Hot Springs. .The springs are harned for 
an enorrr.ous deposit of travertine which forms a dam across 
the Jem~z River. The springs must have been much more 
active in the past, because under present spring flow the 
travertine dam is being actively eroded, 

Map III also shows the areal distribution of land believed 
prospective for geothermal resources: The speculative 
nature of the map must be emphasized. The optimum conditions 
for production of.dry-ste~m are a deep water table, high 
heat flow, and relatively irnperme~ble reservoir rocks. 
These conditions are _best< met·" in the area underlain by silici
fied Bandelier Tuff in the southern half of the caldera 
within ·the ring~fracture· syste~~· 

Production from. a liquid-pnase!"' reservoir is best accomplished 
where the water table approaches the surface, and the reser
voir rocks are porous and ~ermeable, and filled with relatively 
fresh wat·er. The area immediately north of the vapor-phase 
reservoir is suggested as 4 likely prospect area. High reser
voir temperatures, similar tc~those found in the Baca #2 well, 
should be generally available just north of the zone of 
incipient boiling. Th~ poi~ntiometric sUrface of the hydro
thermal system intersects the surface at San Antonio Bath
House hot springs and should be relatively close to the surface 
in the common valleys· between San Antonio. Creek and the flanks 
of Redondo Peak. The ~servoir fluid may consist largely of 
relatively fresh water;ijust enterin-g the hyd·rothermal system. 

Some consideration wilJ. have to be given to the distribution 
of potential reservoi~ rocks. Th$ history of the Baca ~2 
well indicates that the Paleozoic sediments are not good reser
voir rocks. The out9rops of pre-caldera Tertiary volcanic 
rocks a few miles east of the Baca #2 well, suggest that 
Tertiary sandstones .may be present in the subsurface over 
much of the northern half·of the caldera within the ring
fracture system. ·outcrop samples of the Tertiary sandstones 
appear to have adequate ~eservoir'6haracteristics, and could 
be logical targets fo~ geo.thermal tests. 
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A small fringe area on the south side of the caldera 
where the deep thermal water leaves the caldera may be 
prospected for production from liquid-phase reservoirs. 
Although good reservoir rocks are not generally distri
buted through this area, a.nd water chemistry may be dele
terious, subsurface temperatures should be very high and 
hydrostatic pressures may extepd nearly to the earth's 
surface. · 

The dashed line trending northeast-southwest through the 
prospective areas on Map III, represents the projection 
of major pre-caldera faults through the Valles and Toledo 
Calderas. At this date the subsurface geology east of 
the projected fault zone is very poorly known. Lack of 
knowledge i~ the sole reason' for classifying the Toledo 
Caldera:and the eastern half of the Valles Caldera as 
lower quality th~n the western V~lles Caldera. If the near
surface·.temperature gradients in'valle Grande and Valle 
Toledo continue with depth, stibsu.trface temperatures equiva
lent to those in the Baca #2 and Baca #4 wells will be 
found at similar above-sea elevations in the eastern valleys. 
Structural considerations argue i~ favor of a very thick 
section of Tertiary .reservoir rocks underlying the Toledo 
Caldera and eastern Valles Caldera. The principal difference 
between the western·and,eastern, prospect areas may simply 
be surface topography·.. In the:- west~rn part of the Valles 
Caldera, hydrothermal fluids, including hot· gases, are free 
to migrate up fractures in consolidated bedrock, and the ~ 
alteration effects of the fiuids are ·exposed by erosion.· 
!n the eastern prospect a~aa alteration areas may be hidden 
by recent all uvial deposits and the escape of hy.drothermal 
fluids is impeded by thick, soft valley clays and near
surface cold water masses which may actually tend to flow 

. int<? the deep thermal. r~;servoir. 
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TOTAl. GO!..I~:J .............................................. , 7 Q 31 o 8 
;===;:.;;-;.;; .. =_!~·~::;_:~:_v_c;_!.~~~=-= c:.:l:::1 ........ ~.="::'~.::::.·"="=":::";:..i·::.:!-;:.G;;:._f';..;:-!.:::§~ •• "'• . ._9:.:;·===-:.-:::-:-:::.:.::===-=-==-:.:.·-=·i:.:.~::-::":::··:::::_=-=l·;;~:-;;;~~;;.::_:::l_,:.:~.·:.:::::::;·:_=-;:.;;A=~ -=~: ?..1.:::::·::.:::.::::·.-.=~:Q !Lr:.__ 

*s.lrc.<L yc:done = 
~~'::"'~~~J!:.!;\,.75':).~·~;.-j 
~ ................... ,.~ 

C;.:~:;l~~t~ CO:-ir.~:,c•ti.:..IC!: .. t:;;;;;:o;.4:-:C:l/Ca.1.................... 1 QQQQ iUt~:JtCJTY .................................................................... -. ..... . 

t-!1.:;-- ~ .. :.:·:;·:;:i f::~t (;c;_·~c;:;:~"t'Z":.•::;:crl P! J ........................ · 9 • 0 C~LC•Q .... ._ ..................................................... ,, .................... . 

:: ;~~!i~; I ( {.)) l:·J rr ;1!?: ................... ~ ................. #tUUUUUttUttiUUt- 3 'l e 9 
~·s .. u ,;.:;-,,~::,: ( !1') l:·i v-.. ~M ....................................... : ........... .,.... 1 5 • 0 
1.,.;..~-J~• .:; .. ~~~ Jtr:;;;.~utu••Ut"tt .. uunnttttUotiiUttuuu•••nn••.nuuuutt N • D t 

c'"''4~'l ............................................................................... ~ .. 
1 

,.,. '· r'\'" I 
'"'., ", .................................. ttttll ...... _. .................................. , 

CUk'i'Ut~O~D r..-1.\V'lUr·t ................................................... . 

AI.H.tONI Ul.l iM ... &e ....... c:a....., ........ Lcoo Ii-I AN 0.1 PPM 
S1Lvr:;1- ......... u.. ............ - .... Lt::no 'tHAN 0 .1 PPM 
ARG!:rJ I 0 ...... - ...... - .... 14t .. 6.0 PPI.l 
f.'i~ 1HJ U R Y "" ....... ., .... __ ,...., Lr:::Hl '(HM~ Oo01 flPI.l 
On OiJ : t; tZ .,._ .. ...,c...-~_,~ee Lt::nc l"lit-,N 0.1 rP f.t --·-

\i ··L I '( H I :; ?.i _._t.ucv..;u••---.."- Lt:oo nLI\N 1.0 PPM 
t-·~ 

3 ADDH~Co'S:r:;. 
CIJ-

NONE ,. 
t) 

;,to:~r:: 

N. D q 

.No:n~ 



. . 
J.ilcH..,v:.O l).;ol It 81 1~ , .... ro-T'l··-- ... , -i,_'-IT......-;,"·.-)~·'·1· rlt.-n--1~.;··:;," V-'.:r"'";-r 

t;.;:;.)~V-~U.L .u.-1.-..:. ~ ~ .::.J .lv.;..,.~L:J.:..:,;, j,. vu ·v ;.;..:... .!· .iJ.. '\;! ~J. 
CW::WOYO • r~·r:::TINO • tt·..t:..;:•CCilON • t::--.!CINC::!~O 

~01 C:..C'l' V/A!l!·:INC'l"0:4 C:OULc;.V/.fl;:) 

l..C:l MJOt:!.::.:J c,, c::.Wv,:)r::~lt\ 
. .:::~~~-·-·=· ======================= . I 

l...tJ .. ::~ =;.· • .,. 1:1 :·_.:-;: ;7Y::l :.t ~::,.1 c:·:'l-:.~v .. P:'.~~: :m a c:r~::r.1. A:rtt: ::.z7t.t::~ r:: :l r~ .. ·i::.~r::.a c1 C'.:J r:; ::-::, cr.~.':ll'7Jc: .1. o~ tx. 
YU;';~ P~~:J O:l r.;;~~:.,:.:.;j f,:.:.J ~ t;;;.;O.~~ 1;:;:;.:;;~ 'Ul {lr..r:';.;l I.:'I:::.•;;J,. U 4 &:U'l\1.1.1, J~.Yf~~T1::1 TO C.J:;,lj., T;~l y,•::.:JC J.<:l) '';J~:;.:;:,·1z:. 

9596-70 
3ACA LAND & CATTLE 

~:,:.::-,:;~.J' P • 0 ~ Box 8 7 2 
Los A~AMos, NEw MEXICO 

A'l"i':.i~'I'ICNI i-lR. J. HARRELL 

., 1970 
1970 

.-. ,... C->.'\~;::J ,:>~:1 ,., "V ' . L c~ ' I. r::..'. !"',-, ~ •,.:.-::~ •• 
~~~~.~.~.:..\· ~;=: ~:r ;...,:c:.:::.\•::J::: .... ===l.=l=::=i:l=======

1
l===i= .• =:=~=:.=''=·;=:'J===I~====="=·=•=~ .... :::··=·:;.;; •• :;:::=;·r=:=c=t:=.==·=l;=.J=:::=tr::,=A=··=· :.:.:::=:=l=:J====-I====,-==!==. ~=l==!.=·==' c=~1=-·'-

~L!,.J.:A ..................................... t c:.:::>3_, .............................. ~ ..... . 
;..~"~ ... :~~:ut.t c~::~:: ................ < :-~o1 ) ........................ ; ....... . 

li::.::.:._ C:.:!r::." ......... ,. ............... c t:~;lo~ > ................................ . 
c;.L...,:tc ~! ................................. < c::.. l ...................................... . 
~-~·:..a:-~·.:.: ..JC !JfJ ............ ".; ........... (. ~- ~-:J ) ........... : ................ ~ ........ . 
:::;~;:- ~,;c..;:-3 ............ , ••••• ,,.,,, ....... , ... ( l'!h) ... , .. ,, .... , .............. un•••••••· 

t:U.t.f /.l"'::4 ................................ (C·O") , .................................. . 

C}:Lc.:.:;=;: •..••• _ ....................... ! Cr....) .............. : ........................ . 

c.~s::. ::!!\i,~·:a ... _ ...................... ( cv1 ) ................................... .. 

t:':lCJ":-;;:.:NA"i:: ....................... ( t'l~;;·o1 ) ....... , ....................... .. 
~Jst:-::,. T;: .................................. ( r~-:::>3 ) ....................... , .... ~ ...... .. 

1:. l NIT"•-· (•""") ~ . f•••-•tn•••u•tuentnutotlllltnnt• ,..,._..J:.''''''"'''tl•tMtfllltttltftttffllt 

r ,.,.. ....... (·,.,.. 0) .,. 

. ;~··:~-~ --;·~··; .. ~·;:; .... :·::·:· (k ) .. :·:·:·::·:·::·:· 

i07AS. co~::l ........ ~ ............................................. . 

F!.:;.:;~!;-;:: ( {'1) ''J e=;;;: ........................................................ . 
I....A.~~~Si.&~::l i;.:~=:.;: ..................................................... ,. .......... . 

. ' 

·fo. o "~ 
.TR AC 1Z 
T::IAC~· 
o'l• 3 

8.3 
t 200 .o 

37 o,O 
1432.6 

tloN~ 
1441 • 9 

N.D. N.n. 
1?5.5 
456 •. o 

4858;6 
4125.8 

C!LICA .............................................. O; ~: ...................... . 

t~t.u~.1~~-.~U:..: C~l:: ......................... t:..:.,o .................... .. . . 
lnc:4 c::zc::: ..................................... r::lcl .................... . 
C'r.r .• crur~ l::cr.n=~~~~m: ............. c:.. (:·:col), ..... .. 
Ct.LC1u:.1 cut.t:-;~.;·c: ....................... cr~c::> ~ .................. . 
C.\LCIUtl C:·!LCrliO:: .................... CAC!... .................. .. 

t.~t.ONti:~lU~t ~JSCt\~!~CNAT.: ........ !·.~ Q ( !·:C~1 ) 
2 
.... u. 

r.!AC.lNZO:IUI4 :JUt..:>' AYe.: ................. Uc"::;:) 4 ................. . 

t~·~Aar.J=Oill:.~ C:·tLO:llOCu ............ r·.:·:-.~r..l' ................. . 
C.:JUJUt.1 0Jc:.\r.::::JA7t: ............... rt.'\(·!r.:o

1 
............. .. 

C~OtUr.t C.'.c::;:-:J~JA7: ................... ~~l.1 COJ ................ . 

CO~lllt'tf C&J!.···~--~·::: .......................... ;.~.\:[~'::) 4 ................ . 

ZO!:l1Ut1 C::NLC.i'!l~~~~•UttUtttttonontt•N/.;,CL.,,,., .. , ...... ,.uo• 

Co:.:~tu:.1·~JI·;·:J.h7r:! .......................... ~JA~.:ol ................. . 

C~iJIUM· Ns•::.•·,·::· ......................... " N.,C'!·OA ................. . 

. p 0 ·r , C :·l L 0 R I DE - • ( I( C L ) 
~son. BohATE (NA28407) 

·r:.;/rP.t. C::1.r::::J ............................................ .. 
c·CT.~L. t .. 2Ar-c~;-;=:: t.-:: c;..co~ ................. . 

Y-4f17~t:r..~~.£.\.~·'\1"~0!).~f~ 
.......... lt..tiLVU..:.~ 

6.060 
6.8 

49.0 
N. n. 
N "D. . 

Yun:JI 017·'1" ....... u .............. ; .... : ••• ~.~ .................... ~ ............. , 
ccs..:::; .......................................................... _. .................. . 
c~~~ ................................................................................... l 
Yt.,J3\'~ ............................... , ................. " .................. ., .......... , 

cu:~:";:o~. ott~ ~~1t. "r"t'\;~···"··········-···················"'!· .. ·········· 
I 

= -----a-·=r·--- ,... ~.._-...... ~:o==r:===··=-:~:oa==-=r=-=,;:·.;:·-::..·~'li:-:::=n-===·o.;==·::.·-..:-;-~--=='="'==-·---==z ··r---=-.-.. -- ---'·-

3 
'" 'J VII 

ADD:lC:JSEE 

.; 

cv 

1 0 0 0 
TRACE 
TRACE 

272.4 
Not1~ 
N.1N E 

il9. 7 
NoNe:: 
NONE 

1646.0 
NON·E 
r:, li 7 .., .1"' 

4858.6. 
2G2.0 

NONE • 
6 

1-JGNE 
~j q Do 
NONE 



RICHMOND 11·34 11 SMITJfi-El\'IERY COlVlP.i\.NY ,.ORiol C·4 I•U LC 

CHEMISTS • TESTING • INSPECTION • ENGINEERS 

781 11:-'ST WASHINGTON 80ULE:VARD 

LOS ANOELI!:S 2t, CALIP'ORNIA 

.·\.~==================================== 
~· AU. tfKIRTS UL SUONITTlll AS THl CO~fiOlHTIAL PROPUTY 01 ClflHTf. AUTHORilATION roR PUJLICATIOH Of'OUI HrOUS, CONCLUSIOtiJ, OR U• 

TtACT1 noll OR RLGAIOIHQ THlN IS JUUVlD.PINDIHG OUt WRITTIN .I."ROV.U. AS A MUTUA~ PROTlCTION TO CLilHU. THl PUI.liC AND OURSIJ.VU. \ 
j 

FILE No.: 9596-70 
CLIENT: 8ACA LAND & CATTLE COMPANY 

ADDRitSS: . p • Q., 8 0 X 87 2 
Los ALAMos, NEw 

ATTENTION: M R • J 0 E H A A R E L L 
MEXICO 

I 
J. 

DATE RECEIVED: Q C T 0 8 E R 
REPORTED: 0 c T 0 BE R 

\VATER 
CLIENT 

LABORATORY NO.: C- 55 4 6 9 5 

SAMPLEr 

SUBMITTED BY: 

15, 1970 
21 '· 1970 

MARKED! "GROPCO BACA 114 

REPORT OF WATER ANALYSIS 
WATER FLOW AT 
T.D. 2408 1 

ANALYSIS OF" DISSOLVED SOLIDS 

. $ I 
SILICA ..................................... ( 101 ) ............................. ~ ... .. 

ALUMINUM OXIDE ................ ( Al.lOl) ..................... , ........... . 

IRON OXIDE .. :; ........................ ( FE10 1 )· ................................ . 

CALCIUM ................................ (CA) .................................... .. 

MAGNESIUM ........................... ( Ma > ................................. , ... . 

SODIUN ................................... (NA) .................................. , .. .. 

SULFATE ................................. ( S04) ........ _ ......................... .. 

CHLORIOI!:.. ............................ ( Cl..) ..................................... .. 

CARBONATE ................... :"""' ( C01) .......... _ ....................... . 

BICARBONATE ....................... ( HCO)) ................................ . 

NITRATE .................................. (NO)) ......... ~ ................... : •••••• 

1.. NITRITE ................................... ( N02) ............... - ................. .. 

~~~~:·~";"~-~ .... ·:·::·:·~.((it))·:·:·:·::·::·:·:·" 

TOTAL SOLID~ ...................................................... . 

TOTAL f~ON VOLATILE !jOLIDS ....................... .. 

SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE MICROMHOS/chf .................. .. 

HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION PH ...................... .. 

BORON (B) IN PPM ................... J .. ~.§ .. $. ..... T..J:!.A.J;L..::': .. . 
FLUORIDE (F). IN PPM ........................................................ . 

LANGELIER INDEX ....................................................... _ ....... .. 

"" .·· . 
(' 

2 
1 

- ADDRESSEE 
RICHARD DONDANVILL~ 

vV 

PAATS PER 
MILLION 

28.0~ 
TRACE 
TRAce 
NONE. 
NONE . 

917 oO 1 

255.1; 
8oo.o·,· 
111.0. 
598.0, 

N.D., 
N • p.,,. 

NONE: 
5.?~ 0 I 

27 67. 1 
2463.2. 

HYPOTHETICAl. COMBINATIONS 

SILicA .............................................. SI01 ..................... .. 

ALUMINUM 0XIDE ......................... AL10 1 .................. .. 

IRON OXIDI!.. ................................... FEJOJ ................... .. 

CALCIUM BICARBONATE ............. CA ( HC0
1

) 
1 
..... :. 

CALCIUM 5ULFATE ....................... CA50
4 
................ .. 

CALCIUM CHLORIDE .................... CACL
1 
.................. . 

MAGNESI~M BICARBONATE ....... MG ( HC0
1

) 
1 
..... .. 

MAGNESIUM SULFATE ................. MGS0
4 
................ .. 

MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE .............. MGCL1 .................. . 

SODIUM BICARBONATE ............... NAHC01 .............. . 

SODIUM CARDONATIL ................. NA1C01 ................ . 

SODIUM SULFATE ......................... NA1S0
4 
............... .. 

SODIUM CHLORIDE ....................... NACL ................... .. 

SODIUM N!TRATE .......................... NANOl" ............... . 

SODIUM NITRITit .......................... NAN01 ................ .. 

POTASSIUM CHLORIDE (K CL) 

TOTAL SOLIDS ............................................. . 

TOTAL .HARDNESS AS CAC0
1 
............... . 

DETERMINATIONS 

4160 ' 
9. 2 •. 
o.oa 
N.D. 
N.D.·. 

TURBIDITY ....................................................................... . 

CoLoR .............................................................................. .. 

ODOR .. : ........... .,; ....... _. ...................................................... .. 

TASTE ............................................................................... . 

SU8PENDtD MATTIA .................................................. .. 

REDPECTI"UI.LY SUBMITTED 

PARTS Pt::R 
MILLION 

28.0 
TRACE 
TRAGE 
NONE 
NoNE 
NO !'IE 

NONE 

NONE 
No~E 

823.4 
196.1 
377.2 

123;t.1 
N.D. 
r'L D. 

11 0. 3 

27 6 7 0 1 
NONE 

No ts E ,. 
0 

No r1 c: 
N. DJ 
Not; E 

SMITH-EMERY COMPANY 



AGRICULTURE--·--.- · . 

CHEMICAl ANALYSIS. \rg~ f§ 
U PETROLEUM · · 

LABORATORIES 
J. J. EGLIN, REG. CHEM. ENGl. • 

3016 UNION AVE. BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA 93305 PHONE 325-7475 
(--~ 

•. "'' j'. 

Baca Land & Cattle Compnn.y 
P, o. iSox 16hl 
Abilene, Texas 79604 

Attention: Hr. Joe Harrell• Jr •. 

Sample Descriptions 

Sample: \later 

Baca · U4, 24oe•· S 
l 

~ •. ;., i .. 

Total Silica a:t 010n . . -
c;;, 

B C LABOHATORlBS 

ch 

1-Mr. Dondenvillc 

Soluble Sio2 

Fluoride· 

L1 thitmt 

Artsenic 

-
--
-· 
--' i. ~ . ~~ . 

. . ,•. 

; .~ .. : ;., 

Date Reported t 
Date Received: 
La bon\ tory llo. z 

1/C/71 
1/h/71 
1268 

Submitted byt l.fr. fl. F. Dondanville 

' 2h2 ppn 

16~ ppm 

8 ppm 

10 ppm 

1.21 ppl:l 



, RICHNOND I·~~ l I , SMITI-I-JEMER Y COMP..<\.NY 
CHEMISTS • TESTING • INSPECTION • ENGINEERS 

'181 EAST WAIIHINOTON IIOULEVARD 

LOa ANdEt.U 2.1, CALIFORNIA 

c\~··'= ================:;:::=:================ 
~ HL IUORTS AU SUIWITTtD AI THI CONFIOlHTIAl PROPUTY Of Cli[HTI. AUTHORIZATION FOR PUILICATIOH Of OUI UPOITS, CONCllHIONS, 01 IX· 

TUtTI PROW OR UGAIOING THEM 11 UIUVID PlHOIHG OUI.IUITTrH APPROVAL AI A MUTUAL PROTltTIOH TO CliENT I, THl PUILIC AHD OURIUVU. 

FILII: NO.: 

CLII!NT: 

ADDRESS: 

ATTENTION: 

9596-70 
BACA LAND & CATTLE COMPANY 

P. 0. Box 872 
Los ALAMos, NEw MEXICO 
MR. JOE HARRELL 

0ATit RECEIVED I 0 C T 0 8 E R 1 5 , . 1 9 7 Q 
REP'ORT!!D1 0 C T 0 8 E R 21 l. 1 9 7 Q 

SAMPLE: W A T E R 

SUBMITTED BY: CLIENT 

LABORATORY NO.: C-5 54 6 9 6 
MARKED I B A c A # 4 A T T ' D • 1 8 9 2 I 

REPORT OF WATER ANAl.YSIS 

ANAL YOlO OF OISOOLVED SOLIDS 

SILICA· ..................................... (SJ01 ) .................................. . 

ALUMINUM OXIDE ................ ( AL:.20 1) ................................ . 

IRON OXIDE ............................ ( F'E20 1 ) ................................ . 

CALCIUM ................................ ( CA) ........................ , ............ .. 

MAGNESIUM ........................... ( MG) ................................. , .. .. 

SODIUM ................................... ( N·A) ........................... : .......... . 

SULFATE ................................. ( S04 ) .................................... . 

CHLORIDI!:.. ............................ ( Cl.) ...................................... . 

CARDONA TIL ......................... ( C01 ) ................................... .. 

BICARBONATE ............. - ........ ( HCO]) ............................... .. 

NITRATE .................................. ( N01 ) .............................. - .... . 

t'tl" NITRITE .................................. :.(N02) .................................... . 

1c BORATE ............................ , ...... ( 0 40 7 ) .................................. . 

POTASSIUM . (K) ----------

PARTII P£R 
·MILLION 

24.0 ~ 
TRACE 
TRACE 
NONE 
NON·t 

632. 9· 
1 89 .: 3 
530.0 

90.0 
4 22·. 3 

N.D. 
N.D. 

. NONE 
50.0 

TOTAL SoL,'os ....................................................... 1 9 3 8 • 5 
TOTAL NON VOLATit.E SOLIDS ......................... 1 7 2 3 

0 
9 

HYPOTHC:TIC:AL COMDINATIONII 

SILICA .............................................. SI01 ...................... . 

ALUMINUM OXIDE ......................... AL10 1 .................. .. 

IRON OXIDS: ..................................... F£10 1 .................... . 

CALCIUM I31CARBONATE ............. CA ( HC0
1

) 
1 
...... . 

CALCIUM SULFATE ....................... CASO..-................ . 

CALCIU.M CHLORIDE .................... CACL
1 
.................. . 

MAGNESIUM BICARBONATE ....... Ma ( HC0
1

) 
1 
..... .. 

MAGNESIUM 5ULFATE ................. MG50
4 
....... : ........ .. 

MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE .............. MaCL
1 
................. .. 

SODIUM BrcAR':JONATE ............... NAHC0
1 
.............. . 

SODIUM CARDON ATE ................... NA
1
C0

1 
....... , ........ . 

SODIUM SULFATE ......................... NA
1
SO 

4 
............... .. 

SODIUM CHLORIDE ....................... NACL ................... .. 

SODIUM NITRATE .......................... NAN0
1 
................ .. 

SODIUM NITRITE ........................ , .. NAN0
1 
................ .. 

POTASSIUM CHLORIDE (KCL) -

PARTS PER 
MILLION 

24.0 
TRACE 
TRACE 
NoNE 
NON£ 
NoNE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 

581.4· 

159.0 
27-t). 9 
798.8 

N.D. 
N.D. 

95.4 
1--,.------

TOTAL SOLIDS.............................................. 1 9 3 8 
0 

5 

ToTAL HAnoNe:as As c ... co1................ No N_E 

DETERMINATIONS 

SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE MICROMHOS/CM .................. .. 

fiVOROGEN ION CoNCZ::NTRATION PH ...................... .. 

£JoRoN (B) .. IN PPM ....................... k.!L§.§ ..... .I.H .. A.N::-:.:0: 
FLUORIDE (F) IN .PPM ........................................................ . 

LANG.ELIER INDEX~ ................................................................ . 

2 - ADDRESSEE 
1 RICHARD DoNDANVILLE: 
C H <-1:--

3030 
9.2 
0.08 
N.D. 
N.D. 

··.j: 
' .~1 

·'l·· 
\. 

TURIIIDITY ...................................................................... .. 

COLOR .............................................................................. . 

OboR .................... : .......................................................... .. 

TAI!ITIE ............................................................................... .. 

SUSPENDED MATTER .................................................. .. 

RIDP'ECTI'ULLY SUDMITT£0 

11 0 
7 

NONE 
N.D. 
TRACE 

SMITH·EMERY COMPANY 
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cm:~ta.t:J • v-c:=:.1f='.:J • zc;;.:;.:cc~~c:-.J • t.:tJOIN::cno ~··· ......... . 
· 701 t!A...""l' wc.:;;m~::;:.:::..s ccu~::-.,.-.~o ·---·""' 

.... ,. ,. .. 

t.e::1 A~::=~. l!t, 1-':AC.I,:;c~:.:JA . .'· 

~r~~. =============================================================================~ -{ ''II: 

\:_:,' t.U. r":l:::::J t.~I r:·;::.r...> u r:= t'-:~:::::1.'.1. ~.::::-:!::1"1 o c.!.r::::~ . .!.:~:!:::::U.71~1 11-:.1 ~~:::.::.1::l C'1 c:;:) r::.';:m, c~:~u:;:;~::l. CJ c::. 
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C1 c~C'..:o., 9596-70 
L.Ac.:o;:A';~::lV N0.1 C- 55 4 9 Q 5 

8ACA LAND & CATTLE · 
P. 0. Box 872 
Los ALAUos, NEg M~x1co 

ATTENTION: L1R. J •. HARREt.t. 

.• 

RECEIV~D: 
REPOR'iED: 

OCTOBER 30, 1970 
~OVEM3ER 16, 1970 

UARKE-D: S;4;Till l-OUSE S,r:LR+NGJL 
S W 1- P t-+U ~ c; f (z_ '.)..) 6-

REPORT OF rJATER ANALYSIS 

'. . 
SAMPL~ SUCMITTEfr FOR WAT~A ANALYS.IS OUT CONTAINS A CONSIDERABLE 
QUANTITY Or FREE ACID (H2S04)_·AND. r.1&:TALS: IN SOLUTION. RESULTS 
ARE REPORTED BEL.Og: 

S I L I C A ' S I 02 . 
IRON, FE 
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United States Department of the Interior 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20242 

Mr. Richard F. Dondanville 
1378 Plaza Pac~fica 
Santa Barbara, California 93103 

Dear Mr. Dondanville: 

November 12, 1970 

The samples from Baca !14 well arrived last week. The corner of the box: 
'vas torn open and one of the three bags was hanging out. Fortunately 
nothing \vas lost. 

I have taken the liberty to sacrifice one chip from each bag for thin 
section. The sections have not yet been completed but rather than vtai t 
on them I have decided to send you my comments, based on hand lens and 
binocular microscope examination, of all the chips. 

T"nin section examination will not change the fact that all three samples 
are rhyolitic welded tuffs and they are something of a surprise to us. 
Two chips from the light gray fraction 5000-5043 appear. to be sand but 
as near as I can tell the sand grains are dertved from the same materials 
that make up the tuff fragments. 

All fragments from all three l~vels are pervasively altered by the hot 
waters. 'l'hey contain pyrite, cihlorite, and/or clay minerals, and intro
duce·d silica as alteration products. The orieinal phenocrysts arc quartz 
and allmli feldspar and the rocks look lil~e Bandelier tuff. They are not 
part of the andesite or dacite section as ~>re lrnow it. 

In all probability they are from the Otowi member of the Bandelier but out 
of context \vi th the cuttings from the entire hole, it would be presumptuous 
of me to try to interpret the samples and their structural and stratieraphic 
implications at this tir.Je. If they are from the lm1er part of a continuous, 
thick Bandelier section, they probably represent an intracaldera facies 
we've neve~ seen before. At least 4 or 5 alternative explanations occur 
to me including the possibility that the rocks are not Bandelier. Much 
depends on what, if any, other rock types occur at higher levels. 

Needless to say we are extremely intdrested in the problem. I \Wuld liEe 
to keep the samples at least until I see the thih sections, and then return 
them to you. If you have no further use for them noi-r1 or in the future, 
we would be happy to have all or any part of them for our Jemez study 
collections. Sor:Je of the felds~'1.rs appear only i-reakly altered and it may 
be that we can learn something from their composition. 



I'm sure you understand the potential complexity of the structure and 
stro.tiGraphy in Hcdondo Crcel<J and for that rno.ttcrJ in the entire caldera 
area. The Baca //4 site may be a· deli13htful spot for steam, but it is one 
of the last plo.cen I would choose to drill a hole for stratigraphic .infor
mo.tionJ but maybe '"e will be lucky. 

I will try to answer any other specific questions that may occur to you. 

Sincerely yoursJ 

?(i!/1/ /. ~:t'/. 
Robert L. Smith 
Field Geochemistry and 

Petrology Branch 

•• 't: 



United States Depart1nent of the Interior 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20242 

l-tt. Richard Doudanville 
13'(8 Plaza Pacifir.!a 
Santo. Barbaro., California 

Dear Mr. Dondmwille: 

.. J 1, 

93103 
'"' 

January 7, 1971 

I have been tryin~ to use up some accrued annual leave vhich I 
lfould other\·Tioe have forfeited at:.:the end of the year, hence my 
late reply to your· letter·. " 

Many thanks for the analyses of the Buca samples. They. are remark
ably similar to facies of the Bandelier. I enclone tvro unpublis:ued 
analyses of Bandelier surface samples for you to I:iake comparison. 

I have, of course, tried to make· the comparison myself o.nd for 
rocks as close chemically as are the B..".ca samples and the Bandelier, 
a meaning:f'ul comparison is difficult if not irr.possible, because the 
analyses vrere done in different l.:tb(i by different methods. If one 
accepts the numbe1·s at face value the fuca samples are enouc;h dif
fcr~nt from all lmmrn Bandelier chemistry to n:a.l>e me suspect that 
they are not Bandelier az we knmr it. 'l'he· differences show up in 
P205, Ti02, H:;O, Al203, o.nd in certain element r!:ltios. 

However, the differences could be analytical. The B3.ca samples are 
hydrotherr.Jally altered, but t.he. chemistry r;ur:;gests that tr1ere has 
been li ttlc, if any, bulk chemical clmnce and if the differences are 
due to alteration I don't understand the proc.:;ss that would rclear;e 
alumina, but not silica and at 'the same time add P205, Ti02, and 
H;30 •. The lmrer silica in one of the Baca samples is probCLoly 
related to the fact that the surtwuation is only 9l~. 52 CLnd H20 is not 
reportc•1. Assuming that H20 makes the difference, and recalculCLting 
the analysis H~~O Free nnd to lOO~j, Si02 ·is rai~cd to about '(2~ and 
in line ,.,ri th the other analysis. 

If the Baca samples are from a chemically slightly different facies 
of the B::mdclier than heretofore lmOi..rh, and if the analyses arc coed, 
I '·rould expect the Baca samples to plot on B:tndeli er variation trends. 
They do not, largely because of the various odd rG.tios amant; the 



2-

elements mentioned above and other major elements. 

I am left vi th the feelinG that the rockn are probably Bandelier 
o.nd the sm~Lll differences in cher:~istry are an::J.lytica.l 'but it \vould 
ta.J;:e very little ha.rcl stra.ticro.phic information to make 111e clmnc;8 
my mind. 

Tnanks again for your letter and the che1~cal data. 

Enc. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert 1. Smith 
Field Geochemistry and 

Petroloey Brunch 

',• 
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Si02 

A12o3 

Fe2o3 

FcO 

MgO, 

CaO 

Na2o 

K20 

H o+ 2 

n o-2 

T:i.02 

P205 

MnO 

C02 

JSh9-2 BMI~9-1 

77.38 74.16 

12.10 ' 12.02 
I,, 

1.08 0.93 

0.27 0.38 

0.02 
:, -~ o.o8 

0.30 
l 

0.35 

. 4.08 3·73 
:;·.-; 

4,31 .'r . ,' 4·77 
.'·;. 

.0.25 2.92 

0.01 0.19 
.. 

0.08 ' 0.07 

0.01 0.02 

0.06 0.05 

0.01 o.oo 

' 99·96 99.67 
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.Rocli:y Mountain Geochemical Corporation 
l ~-"" ,, ' 

''.' ,, 
"-· •' 
~·-

Date 

Client 

Report on: 

P. 0. BOX 2217 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84110 

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS 

November 10, 1970 

Richard F. Dondanville 
1378 Plaza Pacifica 
Santa Darbara, California. 93103 

2 samples 

Submitted by: . R. F. Dondanville 
i .. , 

Date Received: October 27, 19 70 

, Analysis: 

~"' rarks: 

'· ;<, 

;ample No. 
I 

lAC A .ff4 4900 
/ 

!ACA #4 5000 

.1/(J., !21 )'~ ,VTt!' 

- 1 
·?i..f/ Jo. w 
·lh c- ,I /~ (';It(/#'' 

1]3 

Silicate analysis 

P20s & Tio2 analyses determined calorimetrically. 
analyses determined by atomic absorption. 
Job No. 70-40-6SL 

cc::: Enc/ 
File (2) 

LRR:pba 

% % % %": % % % % 
P205 Ti02 K 0 Na··o ·J\12QJ Sio2 

f.t c 0 MaO . . a 
~- -2- __..__ 

.06 .141 4.1 4.2 11.4 77.6 .36 .24 
'·. 

\4.1 li.l .06 .12 3.5 73.9 .24 .19 

o .to .2C( 1-f(C, 3·3 1·3·3 7J.·7 I .,t. o.:3g 

Phon'! 322-l396 
Ana Cod•• 8'01 

Pao~ 1 of 1 . 

All other 

% % 
Fe22.3 MnO 

1.46· .052 

1.27 .044 

l·tio o-oJ 

·)-~~ 

All value! nre reported in parts per million unleu •pecified otherwise. A minua dr,n (-} lt.to be rct1d "len than" &nd a ~lw algn {+)"Krater 
than." Valuu ln parcnth~ai• are wim~tt~. Thu analytical report I• the conffdcntia.l property o( the 11bove mentioned client and (or the prote-ction 
of thlt client .and ourtdvu we rcttrve th.e right to forbid pubUcadon or rtproduction o( t.hlt rtport or any pan tbcrcof without written pwniuiaa.. · 
ND =None Deucted 1 ppm= 0.0001% I Troy os./ton = 3-4.28 ppm % Mo x 1.6633 = 'r~MoS • . 



CP.~MICAL 'ANALYSIS \ ~~~: :~L?.~·> LABORATORIES 
\ ,,.:,.~ ··•: . '~ I (EGliN. REG CIUM ENGR · 

PE.TROLEUM ---'-~~ 3016. UNION AVE: BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA 93305 PHONE 325-7475 

1183 

DATE 12/7/70 

CLIENT 

DEPTH 

FEET 

3177 
3177 
3177 

4900 
11900 
4900 

5000 
y5000 ·roo 

nnca Ul.lld & Cattle Corr.p~;y . Core Analysis 
P. 0. iJox lc)4l 
Abi J ene , 'luxns 79604 

Atterrliion: ltr. J. B. un~ra~1 

HOil~Z. 1/rRT •. RESIDUAL liQUID SA IURATtOH 

POROSITY F(~MEAOIL · ry Oll.·WAlER PERCENT OF PORt SI'A\.:£ 

PERCENT MI~LICARCY 5 RATIO; O!l., '' ;.:.• WATER 

~~ 

4.8 o.os-
5.1 O.lf:: 
6.7 o.o·r 

10.4 0.33 
a. ·r 0.16 
8.1 0.14 

10.9 0.18 
8.8 0.19 

16.9 1.82 i ~ ' ·. 1; 

~ •. ,- -.,I 

. .. :. ··-·· ' .. ' ~ .. 

B C LABORATORIES 
• I 

' 

"\ ~"' // /./~ BY :-' .. . .:: . .. 
;Ii J. ).i;glin // 1 I 
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FIELD 

WELL Ba.ca 114 

COUNTY 

STATE 

SALINITY OF CORE WATER 

GRAINS PER GALLON 

&OOIUM CHLOAIOE REMARK 
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\ ANALYST: 

SAMPLE: 

ROCK NAHE: 

THIN-SECTION DESCRIPTIONS OF ROCKS FROM 
THE Dl\CA # 4 WELL 

Ralph Higgins, Graduate Student, University 
of California, Santa Barbara. 
Sample Notes by R.F. Dondanville. 

Baca #4, T.D. 3177'. The bulk sample consists 
of rocks up to 2 inches diameter thrown from 
well during a flow test. A steam-bearing 
zone which caved badly during drilling is 
believed to be the source of most of the 
rpcks. 

Rhyoii tic· Breccia. 

MINERALS IDENTIFIED: As phenocrysts: Quartz, sanidine. 

DISCUSSION: 

SAMPLE: 

In Groundmass:. Quartz, clay, sericite, 
calcite, epidote, pyrite. 

The sample is extensively altered, the 
groundmass replaced by quartz and minor 
amounts of epidote and calcite. Alteration 
has destroyed any textural features which 
could be used to further classify the breccia~ 
However, the presence of sanidine as euhedral 
crystals suggests they were originally pheno
crysts in .the matrix of this rock. Sanidine 
is most often found in volcanic rocks. 
Therefore its presence is suggestive of a 
volcanic origin for this rock, but not conclusive. 

Alteration products (clay, epidote and sericite) 
are present which differ texturally and minera
logically from normal devitrification. 
Therefore, the sample is thought to have 
gone through t\vo stages of alteration: one, 
the normal devitrification of glass to quartz 
and feldspar, and hydrothermal alteratidn of 
the original minerals, particularly the feldspars. 

* * * 
Baca #4~ T.D. 5048 feet, sample from 4900 to 
5000 feet. Between 4900 feet and 5048 feet 
the drill cuttings changed color from medium 
gray to very light gray, the most conspicuous 
~change being near 5000 feet. Rocks caught during -

a flow test ~ere separated into light gray and 
darker gray rocks. For the thin-section analysis 
the two rock groups· were labelled "4900 feet" 



ROCK NAHE.: 

.MINERALS: 

OTHER CONSTITUENTS: 

APPROX. FREQUENCY: 

DISCUSSION: 

SAMPLE: 

ROCK NAME: 

MINERALS: 

and "below 5000 feet 11
• The latter sample 

is almost certainly from below 5000 feet, 
the original depth of the former sample is 
more uncertain. 

Rhyolitic ~elded Tuff. 

.Phenocrysts: Quartz, euhedral to anhedral, 
Sanidine, subhedral to anhedral. 

Groundmass: Quartz, clay, epidote, plagio
cla?e, pyrite. 

Glass Shards. 

Glass shards 
Quartz 
Sanidine 

·Clay 
·Pyrite 
Epidote 
Plagioclase 

30% 
40% 
20~ / 
'2%. 

2% 
1% 
1% 

Feldspar is present as sanidine phenocrysts, 
and a minor amount of plagioclase. The 
sanidine is moderately altered to clay minerals, 
probably Kaolin. The .glass is partially devi-
.trified td quartz. The.glass is present as 
shards. Even.though devitrification is strong 
(50% of the shards altered to quart~) , the 
original texture of the glass matrix is pre
served. A large part of the glass is altered 
to blay minerals. The rock was ~yroclastic· 
judgirtg from the glass shards. Enough heat 
was present to keep the shards plastic; they 

·are flattened and bent around the phenocrysts, 
rather than broken. Emplacement by airfall. or 
water would not allow the glass to remain 
plastic while" cooling. 'rhe sample is from an 
ash flow tuff~ The degree of welding is not 
possible to determine due to the degree of 
devitrification and alteration. 

* * .. * ·.: 

Baca #4, T~D. 5048 feet, sample from below 
5000· feet. 

Rhyolite Welded Tuff. 

Phenocrysts: Quartz, euhedral to subhedral 
Sanidine, subhedral to anhedral. 

Groundmass: Quartz, sericite, plagioclase, 
epidote, pyrite. 



OTHER CONSTITUENTS: 

APPROX. FREQUENCY: 

DISCUSSION: 

Glass. shards. 

Quartz 80% 
Sanidine 10% 
Glass· 5% 
Plagioclase 1% 
Pyrite 1% 
Clay & Sericite ·1% 
Epidote 1% 

The sanidine is ·less altered to clay and 
sericite.than the 4900-foot sample. The 
glass is almost completely devitrified. 
However, the original texture of the glass 
matrix .is preserved indicating a pyroclastic 
origin. The shards are bent and deformed 
around phenocrysts indicating the plastic 
nature of the shards at. the time of deposition. 
This sample is from an ash flow, but the 
degrea of·welding {s impossible to determine. 
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APPENDIX D 

CONCISE GEOTHERI1AL 

WELL SUMMARIES 
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BACA /J4 

Well History subsequent to rel.easing drilling rig. 

Closed well in at 4:30 A.M •. ·on 10 ~ 1 z .. 70 and released drilling 
rig. 

'1 0-17-70 Pressured we 11 up with air to 380 PSI. Le'ft closed 
in 45 minutes. Opened master gate. Pressure bled down to 
nearly zero. .Surfaced some wa.ter for 5 minutes and then kicked 
off. In 10 minutes h~d 55 PSI through blooie line on 8" orifice 

·and 290°F. At end of 15 minutes'; '70/f and 310°. In 35 minutes, 
30/l and 260°. SO minutes, 25/fand 250°. (This was at 12·20 P.M. 
10-17-?0). At.6:00 P.M •. , 15# at"Ld 232°. 

10-18-,70 '7:30A.M. 
6:00 P.M. 

10-19-70 7:30A.M. 
6:00 'P.M. 

10-20-70 7:30A.M. 
1:30 P.M. 

I. l'J/1 . 
13# 

·. 12# 
12# 
12#· 
12# 

,,_, 

0 
230 
230° 

. 228° 
228° 
228° 
226° 

Closed well in at 1:30 P.M. 15 minutes SIP 160#. Pulled 811 

orifice and opened well back. up with no orifice @ 1:50 P.M. 
2:45P.M .... ·.· 5#,;;t···r~ 207° 
6:00 P. M,' ·, ·.'- .:' 5#' 207° 

. . . ; 0 
10-21-70 7·30 A.M. .· 4# 204 
M·easured free water at end of blooie line in tub. Water calculated 

. .:·~·/~ .I'' _·,.t, ' 

to be 18 gallons per minutes.~ ''.' ·· 
J 0-22-70 11:00 A.M. ' . :. .. 41/'J;:·~-;, 

0 . 
204 Plus 18 gals. water 

,. 
· · per minute. 

10-23·-70 ,·4#··: . . 204° 16 gals.· water per minute 
10-24-70 4# · ;< 204° 18 1/2 gals. water per min. 
10-25-70 :.··:.::<4#v;: ', 204° 18 gals. water per min. 
10-26-70 4# '/ · . 204° 17 gals. water per min. 
Took water samples for chemical analysis at end of blooie line. 
10-27-70 · · . · · 4/f:..' · ·204° 20 gals. per min. 
Noticed small amount of ma.~eria.i:. s~rfacihg. throuSh blooie line. 
10-28-70 .·. · . ·• .. :. 411 ;:;,.· :·1 ' 204 18 gals water 
10-29-70 \ ; T.' ~:·. 4# i,i; . 204° 
10-30-70 \ · .. •;4#;<. 204° 

Closed in at 11: 10 A, M. 25 m.inute SIP 165/1. Opened we 11 through 
41/2" orifice@ 11:45 A.M. 1:· . 0 

10-31-70 
11-1-70 
11-2-70 

12:10 P.M. , 75# 306 
53# 287° 25 gals water per min. 

'.' . s3n 288° 25 gals water 
1 54/I•· 289° 22 gals water. 

Closed well in at 9:50 A.M. for temperature and pressure surveys. 

.-' ·' . ,:- ·., 

\ 
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11-2-70 Ran 900 PSI pres sure bomb to 4500'. Did not mark on 
the chart. Pulled lubricator ofbomb. With bomb in hole, well 
blew' down through 2'' connection and killed itself in approximately 
3 hours. Ran temperature bomb to 5048-(bomb did not go to this 
depth but set down at some depth abqve this). Maximum. extension 
on chart showed temperature .of 505°'while pulling bomb out of 
hole. Line straightened at 1900' ·and pulled up in lubricator. 

11-3-70 Cut line off and ran pressure bomb to 4444'. Clock did 
not run. Maximum exte'nsion on chart ihdicated pressure to be 
9331/. Ran te~perature bomb to 4444'.

0 
Clock did not run. Maximum 

extension indicated temperature of 491 1 
I \ ' -•. ·,, 

11-5-70 Ra;-t other pressure bomb to determine depth to which bomb 
was settin·g down. Pressure at 4444 1 w9-s 870. At 4544, 956. At 
4644, 1013. At 4744, 1026. Data .ihdicates bomb stopping at 
approximately 4600'. Ran temperatur,e bomb to 4600 and left 15 
minutes. Clock did not run. Chart: extension indicated temperature 

0. ' . . ' 
of 508 • Ran temperature bomb with new clo.ck to 4600. Temperature 
at 4444 was 499. · Temperature at 4600 .~as 507. 

•' I t ~f:~ ,. ~. 

11-6-70 Ran pressure bomb (Z394N) to 4400 1• Clock did not run. 
Chart extension indicated pressUre of 938#. Ran temperature 
bomb (KT66 81) to 46oo•·. ··.Clock did not run •. Extension indicated 

. 0 
temperature of 50 8 • '.,•· 

' '?' •. '·· 

· 11-7-70 Moved in small air compres-sor and started pressuring 
well up at 4:00 P.M. '· ., 

11-8-70 Found compressor dead. Apparently had not run over 
one hour. Restarted compressor• t ,· 

11-9-70 Found compre~sor dead and 500 PSI pressure gauge on well 
head was over-ranged against tlie peg• Well had something over 500# 
p;ressure. 

• •• 1,. . . ~ 

11-10-70 ·Pressure· on well. had decreased to 200 PSI. Opened well 
up at 12:00 Noon with no orifice in theblooie line. Well kicked off. 

11-11-70 9:45 A.M. 7#, 206°. Closed well in and installed 4 1/2" 
orifice pla.tEO. Opened well up at lOt,!S A.M. At 10:45 A.·M .• had 
64# and 296 · '' · 

. .. 
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11-12-70 

11-16-70 
11-19-70 
11-20-70 
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11:00 A.M. 
1:00P.M. 

12:00 Noon · ·. 
4:00 P.M. 
8:00A.M. 

56/I 
58# 
57# 
58# 
58# 
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0 
290 
290° 
289° 
288° 
288° 

. i . 

20 gals. water per minute 
21 gals water per minute 
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G£0TH£RMAL W£LL T£MP£RArUR£S 
/ ' 

AGUA t.t.U[Nf[ SPttiNG 

T: f 

BACA "2 NON·STATIC TEMPERATURE: CATA INDICATE: F"ORMATION • 
TE:MPE:RATURE:{GRE:ATE:R THi!>N S'f'o•p- AT 5658' DE:PTH (+2B40' E:LE:VATIONJ 

MAXIMUM OBSE:RVE:D TEMPERATURE:: 415° F" AT 1500' DEPTH (+ 7000' E:L..) 

~ ' f 
BACA ".3 MAXIMUM OBSE:RVE:D TEMPERATURE: .3BO•F" AT /BOO' DEPTH (+6550' EL..} 

I 
BACA "4 MAXIMUM OBSERVED TEMPERATURE 5.32° F" AT 4B20' DEPTH (+ 4500' EL..) 

6 

II 

I
I 

' !• 

I ~ 
\' 

DISSOLVED SILICA INDICATES BASE TE:MPE:RATl:JRE: GRE:ATE:R THAN 555•F" ,i' 

·.. . . ·• • NA/K mmCAT£S SASE T"'"r!'.R~';"R£ GR£ATeR 'rHAN,.6So::._ ·., :~ \_____.: 
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/\RIM OF 't;'OL£00 CALDERA 

/ AGE OF' Coi..L.APS£ srRi.JCTUR£: t . .s7 MY 

R/NO FRACTURE SYSTEMS 

PRINCIPAL. f-OCATJON OF CAL.DERA 

COL.L.APSE- FAUL.TS AND POST 

COL.L.APBC VOLCANISM 

• 
GUAJE CAN'tON 
WATER WlLL ' 
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